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Estimations by ICC in 2008 indicated that the value of internationally traded
counterfeit products would reach up to 1770 billion US dollars by 2015 [18].
At the same time high-volume commodities are becoming an increasingly more
popular target. While brand owners might be willing to tradeoff low-cost and
ease of use for greater security to protect their high-end products, for high-volume
commodities the cost-effectiveness and simplicity of the product authentication
solution are often imperative.

This thesis introduces LuminoTrace – a photoluminescence-based product au-
thentication technology for smartphones – that seeks to combine a covert, low-
cost and portable feature set for high-security product authentication needs. This
is achieved by smartphone-based colorimetrical and temporal analysis of lumino-
phores to construct a fingerprint that can be used to uniquely authenticate a
product. To facilitate the requirements of end-to-end product authentication
needs a proof-of-concept cloud architecture was implemented.

The results of this thesis indicate that the technology is not yet ready for main-
stream adoption. Outstanding challenges relate to both the current smartphone
technology and the luminophores. For efficient temporal analysis natively sup-
ported RAW and timed burst capture capabilities are required. Furthermore,
artificial fabrication is called for to create cost-effective luminophores with the
desired properties (photobleach resistance, narrow absorption wavelength, short
lifetime).

In the future tunable fluorescent materials may provide the means for cost-
effective luminophore fabrication. Emerging mobile technologies such as modular
smartphones like Google Ara may enable seamless integration of the required light
source with the smartphone to facilitate a wider adoption of photoluminescence-
based product authentication solutions. The technique developed in this thesis
however remains applicable for small-scale, internal authentication needs.
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Kansainvälisen kauppakamarin (ICC) laskelmien mukaan kansainvälisesti kaupat-
tujen väärennettyjen tuotteiden arvo kasvoi 1770 miljardiin dollariin vuonna 2015
[18]. Suuren volyymin tuotteet ovat jatkuvasti suositumpi väärennyskohde. Suu-
ren volyymin hyödykkeiden aitoudentunnistuksessa sovelletun teknologian kus-
tannustehokkuus ja helppokäyttöisyys ovat usein tärkeitä ominaisuuksia.

Tämän diplomityön tulos on LuminoTrace – fotoluminesenssiin perustuva aitou-
den tunnistus teknologia älypuhelimille – joka pyrkii yhdistämään peitetyn, edul-
lisen ja helposti siirrettävän turvallisuusratkaisun ominaisuudet korkeisiin turval-
lisuustarpeisiin. Teknologia perustuu älypuhelimella suoritettavaan luminoforin
kolorimetriseen ja aikaerotteiseeen analyysiin tuotteen aitouden todentamiseen
soveltuvan uniikin sormenjäljen luomiseksi. Kokonaisvaltaisen tuotteen todenta-
misratkaisun demonstroimiseksi menetelmän tueksi toteutettiin erillinen pilviark-
kitehtuuri.

Työn tulokset osoittavat, ettei kyseinen ratkaisu ole vielä sellaisenaan sovel-
lettavissa laajempaan käyttöön. Jäljellä olevat haasteet liittyvät sekä nykyisen
älypuhelinteknologian että luminoforien ominaisuuksiin. Tarkan aikaerotteisen
analyysin suorittamiseksi älypuhelimen tulisi tukea raakakuvaformaattia (RAW)
sekä ajastettua sarjakuvausta. Myös valmistusmenetelmiä aitoudentunnistukseen
soveltuvien luminoforien (kapea viritysaallonpituusalue, lyhyt emissio) valmista-
miseksi vaaditaan.

Tulevaisuudessa muokattavat fluoresoivat materiaalit saattavat auttaa kustannus-
tehokkaiden luminoforien valmistuksessa. Orastavat älypuhelinteknologiat, ku-
ten modulaarinen älypuhelinarkkitehtuuri (Google Ara), saattavat mahdollistaa
vaaditun valolähteen saumattoman integraation, ja siten myös fotoluminesenssi-
perusteisten aitoudentunnistusratkaisujen laajemman käyttöönoton. Tässä
työssä kehitetty ratkaisu on kuitenkin sovellettavissa sisäisiin, pienen skaalan
käyttötarpeisiin.

Asiasanat: aitouden tunnistaminen, todentaminen, fotoluminesenssi,
älypuhelin, mobiiliapplikaatio, hybridi, väärennös
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Abbreviations and Acronyms

API Application Programming Interface
APS-C Advanced Photo System type-C; image sensor format
CCD Charged Coupling Devices; image sensor technology
CFA Color Filter Array
CIE International Commission on Illumination
CLI Command Line Interface
CMOS Complementary Metal Oxide Semiconductor; image

sensor technology
CSS Cascading Style Sheets; a style sheet language used

for describing the visual look of structured markup
CORS Cross-origin resource sharing; a mechanism allowing

resources to be requested from another domain out-
side the domain from which the resource (e.g., a web
page) originated

DBMS Database Management System; a software package
designed to define, manipulate, retrieve and manage
data in one or several databases

DNG Digital Negative; a lossless RAW image format by
Adobe designed to improve RAW image portability

DSLR Digital Single-Lens Reflex Camera
DSC Digital Still Camera
HTML HyperText Markup Language; a standard markup

language for webpages
IDE Integrated Development Environment
IEC International Electrotechnical Commission
JS JavaScript; a dynamic programming language com-

monly used for authoring client-side web applications
LDR Light-Dependent Resistor; a resistor whose resistance

decreases with increasing incident light intensity
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MBaaS Mobile Backend as a service; a cloud computing ser-
vice model

MFD Minimun Focus Distance; The shortest distance at
which a lens can acquire focus

MP A megapixel; million pixels
NFC Near-Field communication; a form of short-range

wireless communication
OIS Optical Image Stabilization
OS Operating System
QR Quick Response Code; a two-dimensional barcode
RGB Red, Green, Blue color model
SaaS Software as a service; a cloud computing service model
SDK Software Development Kit
SNR Signal-to-Noise-Ratio; a measure of the level of a de-

sired signal to the level of background noise
TLS Transport Layer Security; a cryptographic protocol

designed to provide communications security over a
computer network

UI User Interface
WK WebKit; an open-source web browser engine used by

Apple’s Safari and older versions of Google’s Chrome
XHR XMLHttpRequest; a browser API used for sending

HTTP/HTTPS requests to a web server
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The past decade has seen the rapid growth of e-commerce fueled by the
likes of Amazon, eBay Etsy and Alibaba. In quest of pushing products
to consumers at an increasing pace and convenience, services like 1-Click
Purchase and Same-Day Delivery are becoming ever more common. Even the
more traditional retailer giants like Walmart and IKEA have hopped on the
e-commerce bandwagon in the hopes of increasing global sales volumes and
to defend their market share. In the near future, the supply chain between
the retailer and the consumer promises to become ever more streamlined as
automation (drones and droids) takes over Last Mile deliveries.

The influx of products available for purchase both online and offline has
also been seen in the steady increase of counterfeit goods on the market.
Estimations by the International Chamber of Commerce (ICC) back in 2008
indicated that the value of internationally traded counterfeit products would
reach up to 1770 billion US dollars by 2015 [18]. The adversarial effects of
counterfeiting and piracy do not only affect the brand owner but the con-
sumer as well. While, at worst fake, flawed items can be outright dangerous,
they also ultimately lead to measurable tax income losses and other societal
disbenefits. Counterfeiting and piracy concern multiple stakeholders from
suppliers and brand owners to consumers and authorities.

The number of counterfeit goods on the market can be reduced by in-
troducing a variety of preventive product authentication measures into the
product lifecycle. Overt security features such as 1D/2D barcodes, water-
marks and signatures/serial codes are straightforward and widely adopted
techniques for identifying products uniquely. However, they are also easily
compromised. Thus, for improved security covert techniques like microprint-
ing, biometrics and ultra-violet/infrared inks or other materials invisible to
the bare eye should be employed. The tradeoff is that covert authentica-
tion techniques often require an external, specialized reader and are thus less

1



CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 2

cost-effective. Ideally, the authentication measures taken employ multiple
techniques and additional metadata (e.g., track-and-trace information).

Traditionally counterfeiters have focused on high-end products but low-
cost, high-volume commodities are becoming a popular target as well. While
brand owners might be willing to tradeoff low-cost and ease of use for greater
security (confidentiality and robustness) to protect their high-end products,
for high-volume items the cost-effectiveness and simplicity of the product
authentication solution are often of great importance. Ultimately the choice
of the product authentication technology to employ is a compromise between
usability, reliability and cost.

The evolution of counterfeit techniques calls for new anti-counterfeit so-
lutions suitable for various use-cases. This thesis introduces LuminoTrace
– a photoluminescence-based product authentication technology for smart-
phones – that seeks to combine a covert, low-cost and portable feature set for
high-security product authentication needs. The goal is to develop a portable
method (a smartphone application) for analyzing photoluminescent material,
or luminophores, embedded onto the coating of a material, covertly. Multi-
ple luminophores are combined to create unique taggants. A colorimetrical
and temporal analysis of a taggants’ emission (photoluminescence) is per-
formed to construct a fingerprint that can be used to uniquely authenticate
a product.

Figure 1.1 illustrates how LuminoTrace seeks to fit into the cost-efficient
end of today’s product authentication landscape. The ideal target groups
include low to medium priced, high-volume products that can sacrifice the
highest level of security for significantly reduced operational costs. As an ad-
ditional differentiator to some of the existing product authentication solutions
the application is implemented as an offline-first hybrid mobile application.

This thesis was commissioned by Aalto CHEM as part of their MerAito
project (Merkintäteknologiset menetelmät aitouden ja jäljitettävyyden osoit-
tamiseksi) in the Tekes1 Corporate Security 2007-2013 program. The overar-
ching goal of the project was to investigate ways to apply photoluminescence
for product authentication and tagging purposes – on a mobile device in
particular – based on the related concepts studied earlier in [24].

The main research questions of the thesis are summarized briefly in Chap-
ter 1.1. The rest of this thesis is organized as follows: Chapter 2 begins with
an introduction to the related concepts, which include photoluminescence,
color models, an overview of mobile camera technology and the hybrid mo-
bile ecosystem. Chapter 3 continues with a discussion of the design and
implementation of the product authentication solution developed. Chapters
4 and 5 present the experiment setup, results and findings as well as the
challenges faced. Last, Chapter 6 concludes with a summary of the topics

1Tekes: https://www.tekes.fi/en/tekes/

https://www.tekes.fi/en/tekes/
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Figure 1.1: LuminoTrace seeks to fit into the cost-efficient end of today’s
product authentication landscape.

discussed and an outline for the future.
The focus of this thesis is on smartphone based product authentication

solutions. For a more exhaustive overview of related product authentication
technologies the reader is referred to [24].

1.1 Research Questions

This thesis aims to answer the following questions:

• RQ1: How can photoluminescence and smartphones be integrated for
product authentication purposes?

• RQ2: Which factors affect the analysis of photoluminescent material
(luminophores) in the context of smartphones?

• RQ3: Does modern smartphone technology provide the means for pho-
toluminescence based product authentication in practice?



Chapter 2

Background

This chapter provides an introduction to concepts that help understand how
smartphones and photoluminescence can be applied for product authenti-
cation purposes. Chapter 2.1 presents an overview of existing smartphone-
based product authentication solutions. Chapter 2.2 continues with an in-
troduction to photoluminescence and its applications. Chapter 2.3 discusses
three widely adopted color models (RGB, HSV and YCbCr) and their distinct
application areas. Chapter 2.4 provides an overview of the image pipeline
of a camera as an introduction for the recent mobile camera innovations
discussed later in the chapter. Last, Chapter 2.5 covers the hybrid mobile
landscape, the different approaches to developing hybrid applications (Web-
View app and Compiled Hybrid app) and how they compare to fully native
solutions. The focus will be on WebView apps while a brief overview of dif-
ferent Compiled Hybrid app solutions will be provided towards the end of
the chapter.

2.1 Existing Solutions

A wide spectrum of technologies exist for product authentication purposes.
Existing solutions range from the use of inexpensive seals and electronic labels
to carefully crafted watermarks and even DNA. These technologies can be
categorized, for example, by their level of security, cost and portability. The
focus of this chapter is on commercial smartphone-based product authen-
tication solutions that often trade high precision (or reliability) for better
cost-efficiency and portability. In comparison to more traditional standalone
readers the advantage of a smartphone as the development platform is not
only better portability but also the ease of application deployment via on-
line application stores and marketplaces. For a more in-depth overview of

4



CHAPTER 2. BACKGROUND 5

different product authentication technologies the reader is referred to [24].
Spectra Systems’ SmartSure technology authenticates products by utiliz-

ing a chemical marker (taggant) embedded in a hologram. The authenticity
of the taggant is verified by capturing an image of the hologram and sending
it to a platform in the cloud for further processing. The cloud platform also
offers track-and-trace reporting services. The smartphone application uses a
QR scanner and visual aids to help the user position the viewfinder properly
over the hologram. An example of the UI is shown in Figure 2.1. [39]

Figure 2.1: Spectra Systems’ SmartSure application UI. The red rectangle
and a virtual spirit level are used to position the smartphone correctly [39].

AlpVision and its CryptoGlyph R© technology takes a very different ap-
proach. CryptoGlyph R© makes use of a pseudo-random pattern of tiny dots
(40-80 microns) printed on the coating of a material. The color and size
of the dots are customized based on the packaging color. The authenticity
of a product is verified by matching a pattern on the product to a pattern
stored in a remote database. As of this writing, AlpVision’s iOS and An-
droid applications are not publicly available in their respective application
stores, but instead distributed as tailored applications “to meet the client’s
unique authentication needs”. Figure 2.2 illustrates how differently sized and
color dots affect their visibility and how they are applied to the coating of a
material. [3]

The growing number of NFC-enabled phones in the market (estimated to
have reached 53% of the overall market in 2015 according to [12]) has given
companies the incentive to utilize NFC technology for product authentication
purposes. Secure and specialized NFC tags have been manufactured by a
number of companies since the technology was first introduced to the market
in 2006. However, only a few of them have ventured into developing the
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Figure 2.2: AlpVision’s CryptoGlyph R© embeds micro-dots on the coating of
a material to create unique invisible patterns for product authentication [3].

software and services for NFC-based product authentication. Examples of
such companies include FinnCode1 and Selinko2, which manufacture their
own secure NFC tags and offer a SaaS-based product authentication platform
for their clients.

Other notable smartphone powered product authentication solutions in-
clude scryptoTRACE R© by U-NICA, CertiEye by Infotoo and AuthentiGuard
by DSS, a summary of which is provided in Table 2.1 for comparison.

Table 2.1: Existing solutions for smartphone-based product authentication.

Company Product name Platforms Technologies
Spectra Systems
(American)

SmartSure iOS
Chemical taggant,
hologram

U-NICA
(Swiss)

scryptoTRACE R© iOS,
Android

Micro-printing,
edge detection

AlpVision
(Swiss)

CryptoGlyph R© Customized*
Micro-printing,
pattern recognition

DSS
(American)

AuthentiGuard Customized* Undisclosed

Infotoo
(Chinese)

CertiEye
iOS,
Android

Undisclosed

FinnCode
(Finnish)

FinnCode
Authentication

iOS,
Android

NFC

Selinko
(Belgian)

Selinko Android NFC

* privately distributed, the application is developed according to the client’s needs.

1http://www.finncode.com/
2http://selinko.com/

http://www.finncode.com/
http://selinko.com/
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2.2 Photoluminescence

Photoluminescence, one of the many forms of luminescence (light emission),
is a process where a substance absorbs photons (light) and emits back a
certain wavelength of light. Based on the lifetime of the emission (decay
time) photoluminescence can be more specifically referred to as fluorescence
or phosphorescence. Fluorescence is typically measured in nanoseconds (from
absorption to emission) whereas the duration of phosphorescence is anything
from a few milliseconds to seconds, or even hours [8]. Materials that have
photoluminescent properties are typically referred to as luminophores (or
respectively, as fluorophores or phosphors).

Figure 2.3 illustrates the process of photoluminescence. The first phase
of photoluminescence is photoexcitation, the absorption of photons causing
an electron to move to a higher energy state (S0 → S2). The absorption is
followed by internal conversion (IC), where the electron transitions within
picoseconds from a higher energy state to a lower energy state. After the
electron has reached the lowest excited energy state (S1) it relaxes, eventu-
ally reaching the ground state (S0). This occurs either directly as a rapid
emission of light (fluorescence) or through a so called intersystem crossing
(ISC) resulting in a relatively slow emission of light as the electron travels
from one state to another (phosphorescence).

T1
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S2

Sn

Ground state
S0

IC

ISC

En
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S = singlet state
T = triplet state
IC = internal conversion
ISC = intersystem crossing 

Figure 2.3: A simplified Jablonski diagram of photoluminescence illustrating
the emission pathways of fluorescence and phosphorescence. Phosphores-
cence occurs at longer wavelengths as the electron loses energy during ISC.
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Since the energy of the electron at the triplet state is lower than at the
singlet state phosphorescence typically occurs at longer wavelengths of light
than fluorescence. Furthermore, phosphors have a longer excited state life-
time as the relaxation from the triplet state (T1) to the singlet state (S0) is
kinetically unfavorable, and thus, occurs at a much slower pace. Due to their
longer lifetime phosphors typically emit light long after the initial absorption
of photons. [28]

Luminophores always emit longer wavelengths (less energy) than what
they absorb. This is due to the loss of energy within the emission pathway.
For example, during the IC and ISC transitions some of the excitation energy
transforms into heat. The difference between the absorption and emission
wavelength is known as the Stokes shift. The magnitude of Stokes shift
depends on the chemical properties of the luminophore. For fluorophores
it is typically in the range of 30-50 nanometers while for phosphors, such
as Lanthanide Chelates, it can range up to 200 nanometers. Luminophores
are also subject to different environmental effects: changes in temperature,
pH, concentration and the amount of dissolved oxygen in the compound
affect the intensity of the luminophore and can even shift its natural emission
wavelength. [8][14]

Photoluminescence has many applications areas. It can be used for foren-
sic analysis, to detect impurities in a system, or to study structures [2][11][52].
This is typically achieved through luminescence spectroscopy, which provides
a non-destructive and non-invasive manner to study materials using lumines-
cence. In commercial products luminescence is often used for illuminating
watch dials under poor lighting conditions as illustrated in Figure 2.4.

Figure 2.4: Illuminated watch dials are a typical commercial application of
photoluminescence. More expensive watches typically use radioluminance
and a radioactive substance like tritium for a similar effect.

The phosphor-coated dials exposed to bright daylight continue to glow in
the dark for the duration of the phosphorescence. More expensive watches,
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however, utilize radiation – instead of depending on an external light source –
to excite the electrons by enclosing radioactive substance within the phosphor
coating. This form of luminescence is known as radioluminescence.

2.3 Color Models

A wavelength of light (emitted for example by a luminophore) falling within
the visible spectrum of the human eye (∼390-700nm) creates a perception of
color. Color models are used to represent this perception in a medium by
providing an abstract mathematical model for describing colors numerically,
typically as a vector of 3 or 4 dimensions. However, a color model alone is
only sufficient for relative comparison of colors within that particular model.
It is not until the model is given a context that it can define a color space by
mapping the relative colorimetric values to their absolute counterparts. Here
context denotes a set of external (standardized) viewing conditions, in which
the colors are expected to be viewed/rendered. For example, the standard
sRGB color space is based on the RGB color model and assumes an ambient
illuminance of 64lux as per IEC [41]. The term color model is sometimes
referred to as non-absolute color space or relative color space even if it were
less ambiguous to limit the discussion to color models (relative) and color
spaces (absolute).

2.3.1 RGB

RGB is the most common color model found in today’s computer displays and
monitors. It is largely influenced by the historical research on human color
vision: the Young–Helmholtz theory of trichromatic color vision, formulated
in the 18th century, proposed that color vision is the result of three different
photoreceptor cells (cone cells), each sensitive to different wavelengths of
light. Later, in 1956 this theory was backed by psychological evidence, which
showed that the human retina is particularly sensitive to three groups of
wavelengths in the areas of blue, green and red. [42]

RGB is an additive color model, which means that RGB colors are pro-
duced by adding together two or more primary colors: red, green or blue.
All RGB colors are defined relative to these three primary colors and adding
them all together yields white. Respectively, the color of pure yellow would
contain all the red and green but no blue: RGB(100%, 100%, 0%).

Like all color models, RGB itself does not specify what is meant by red,
green and blue colorimetrically. That is the purpose of color spaces, such
as sRGB, which define the exact values (chromaticities) for the RGB pri-
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maries, typically in terms of so called tristimulus values (X, Y and Z). The
tristimulus values correspond to a color in the CIE x-y chromaticity diagram,
which has been established through empirical research to represent all of the
chromaticities visible to the average human eye [37].

A given color space can only produce the colors that fall within its gamut,
the area (triangle) defined by the chromaticities of its primaries as illustrated
in Figure 2.5. As RGB has been found to model the human color vision
reasonably accurately, sRGB has become the standard color space in today’s
digital consumer products. However, for some use cases there exists better
alternatives, which are covered in more detail in the following chapters.

Figure 2.5: The CIE x-y chromaticity diagram and sRGB gamut (triangle).
A color space can only render the subset of colors that are within its gamut.

2.3.2 HSV

HSV (hue-saturation-value) color model was developed in the late 1970s in
an attempt to create a more intuitive and perceptually relevant color model
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for different computer graphics applications. HSV rearranges the cartesian
geometry of RGB to a cylindrical coordinate system separating the color in-
formation (chroma) from the brightness information (luma). The geometrical
representations of RGB and HSV are depicted in Figure 2.6 for comparison.

Figure 2.6: RGB colors are typically presented in cartesian coordinates
whereas HSV colors use cylinder coordinates [50][51].

The ability to decouple luma from chroma brings many benefits for graph-
ics processing applications. Many common computer vision algorithms de-
signed for grayscale images, such histogram equalization, canny edge detec-
tion or binary thresholding, become trivial in HSV space as the grayscale
information can be read directly from the luma component (V) [6]. HSV has
also become the de facto model for color pickers as the relationship between
hue, saturation and brightness are both conceptually and perceptually easier
to reason about than that of red, green and blue.

RGB values can be converted into HSV using a simple linear transforma-
tion. The formal definition of the transformation is given by the following
formulae (the H channel is scaled down to 0-180 to fit into an 8-bit integer):

V ← 255 · Cmax S ←

{
255·Cdelta

Cmax
, if V 6= 0

0, otherwise
H ←


30(G−B)
Cdelta

if R=Cmax

60 + 30(B−R)
Cdelta

if G=Cmax

120 + 30(R−G)
Cdelta

if B=Cmax

where

Cmax = max(R,G,B),

Cdelta = max(R,G,B)−min(R,G,B), (2.1)

R,G,B = { x | x ∈ R ∧ 0 ≤ x ≤ 1 }.
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2.3.3 YCbCr

YCbCr (or YCC) is a family of color spaces used as a part of the color image
pipeline of video and digital imaging systems. YCbCr was primarily devel-
oped as an intermediate format enabling a way of storing and transmitting
color information with minimal redundancy. Much like HSV it separates
luma (Y) from chroma (Cb and Cr) but also compresses the chroma compo-
nents for improved storage and transmission capabilities. Because the human
visual system has lower acuity (sensitivity) for changes in color than lumi-
nance, the signal can be optimized by compressing the color components
resulting in no perceptible loss in quality. [10]

Each YCbCr format uses different subsampling scheme for the compres-
sion. Figure 2.7 illustrates the most common YCbCr subsampling (or chroma
subsampling) ratios of 4:2:2, 4:1:1 and 4:2:0. The last two digits denote the
ratio, at which the chrominance information is encoded. For example, in the
4:2:0 format both the horizontal and vertical resolution of the Cb and Cr
chroma components are halved and stored in adjacent columns resulting in
a 50% reduction in required bandwidth. Different YCbCr schemes can offer
the same level of compression (e.g. 4:2:0 and 4:1:1). The appropriate format
is typically selected based on the format the target medium supports in order
to avoid the need for any subsequent conversions.

4:2:2

4:1:1

4:2:0

YCbCr Y CbCr

=

=

= +

+

+

Figure 2.7: Different YCbCr schemes compress the color signal with minimal
perceptible loss in quality by subsampling the chroma component.
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2.4 Mobile Camera Technology

Mobile camera technology has evolved at an increasing pace ever since the
early 2000s when the first camera phones arrived in the market. The main
driving force behind the rapid development has been the competition for cus-
tomers and the emerging markets in Asia and Africa. Much like traditional
point-and-shoot cameras, most commercial high-end smartphones are often
marketed largely by their camera features to attract the masses. Megapix-
els, higher shutter speeds, better zooming capabilities and features like High
Dynamic Range photography (HDR) have appealed to many consumers but
also pushed the boundaries mobile and camera manufacturers operate within.
And, unlike in the case of more traditional Digital Still Cameras (DSC), man-
ufacturers are met with further physical (size) and practical (cost, battery
life) constraints as cameras are just one of the many basic features in today’s
smartphones.

2.4.1 Image Pipeline

Before an image is ready to be rendered or stored in a medium it goes through
a series of capturing and processing steps commonly referred to as the image
pipeline. The image pipeline in modern smartphones is very similar to that
of typical DSCs. However, due to higher price pressure and limitations in
available space and computation power, smartphone manufacturers also need
to compromise more. To maximize the available space some of the processing
is often moved from hardware to software, while costs are kept low by using
components of lower quality. The implementation of the pipeline varies by
the manufacturer and is a highly protected business secret.

Figure 2.8 illustrates the different stages of a typical color image pipeline.
Light reflected from a scene travels through the camera’s lens system and an
array of filters before hitting the sensor. The pixels (photosites) of the sensor
capture the incoming light (photons), which the sensor measures as voltage.
The Analog-to-digital converter (ADC) is responsible for converting the volt-
age into a digital representation. Finally, the transformed signal reaches the
Image Signal Processor (ISP), which applies a host of different image pro-
cessing techniques to construct the final image before transmitting it to the
medium for display and storage. Like most commercial DSCs smartphone
cameras favor the CMOS sensor technology for its better cost and energy
efficiency over the more historical CCD technology.

The amount of light falling on the sensor is controlled by the camera’s
exposure settings. The three factors that affect exposure are aperture, shutter
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Figure 2.8: The different stages of a typical color image pipeline.

speed and ISO sensitivity. Aperture defines the effective diameter of the lens
opening in terms of a so called f-number — the smaller the f-number the wider
the opening. Smartphone cameras typically have a fixed aperture lens with
a low f-number (f/2.0 - f/2.4). The motivation for using wide fixed apertures
is twofold. First, a fixed aperture lens requires less parts and space than a
lens of variable aperture lowering the costs and complexity of the pipeline.
Second, a wide aperture allows for more light to fall on the smartphone’s
relatively small sensor.

Longer shutter speeds allow more light to be captured whereas a higher
ISO increases the sensor’s ability (sensitivity) to collect more photons. How-
ever, long shutter speeds are often not suitable for capturing moving objects
due to the incurring image blur. High ISO values on the other hand affect
the quality of the image by introducing more noise. Smartphone cameras are
typically equipped with an electronic shutter as it is more cost-effective and
has less lag than a mechanical shutter. However, the required extra circuitry
around the sensor makes the system more prone to noise due to the increased
possibility of interference from the surrounding electronics.

As of this writing, support for fully manual exposure control is still rela-
tively poor. Android 5, iOS8 and Windows Phone 8.1 were the first smart-
phone OS releases to introduce camera APIs that would support some degree
of manual control over shutter and ISO speeds. Apertures of smartphone
camera lenses have however remained fixed. The effect of aperture, shutter
speed and ISO on the exposure and sharpness of an image is illustrated in
Figure 2.9.

The lens system and filters laid over the sensor also affect the incoming
light. A lens system comprises multiple stacked lenses that correct different
geometrical and chromatic aberrations such as vignette, coma, barrel and
pincushion distortion. Since smartphone camera lenses have both a fixed
aperture and focal length (optical zoom) these aberrations can be corrected
easily. [35]

Once the light has travelled through the lens system and before it reaches
the sensor it is anti-aliased, filtered for infrared and colour sampled using a
Color Filter Array (CFA). The purpose of the CFA is to help the sensor
filter different wavelengths of the incident light. As the sensor itself is only
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Figure 2.9: The effect of lens aperture, shutter speed and ISO. [7]

capable of capturing intensities, it is overlaid by a CFA so that a given pixel
captures only particular wavelengths of light. Bayer filter is a widely used
CFA found in most of today’s smartphones and consumer level DSCs. The
Bayer filter consists of alternating rows of red-green and green-blue color
filters as illustrated in Figure 2.10. Since the human eye is more sensitive to
green light than red or blue the Bayer filter has twice the number of green
filters as red or blue. The Bayer filter discards roughly 2/3 of the incident
light as each pixel can only capture the intensity of one of the three primary
colors (wavelengths).

Filter

Incident light

Pixel / photosite

Bayer Filter + Sensor

Figure 2.10: The Bayer filter filters the incident light into intensities of red,
green and blue color, which are eventually interpolated by the ISP to con-
struct the final image.

The filtered output of the sensor is reconstructed into a full color image
by the ISP. This process is commonly denoted as demosaicing or CFA inter-
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polation, and is typically preceded and followed by different image processing
steps such as white balance adjustment, image sharpening and noise reduc-
tion. The exact order in which these processes are applied and the type of
algorithms used are manufacturer secrets and an active area of competition.

The pixel data is typically encoded in RGB, or alternatively, in a com-
pressed format like YCbCr. Some high-end smartphones, like Nokia 1020
and Nexus 6, are able to store the unrendered sensor data, often referred to
as RAW. The benefit of RAW format is that it allows color corrections to
be made in a wide-gamut color space (e.g., Adobe RGB) before converting
the data to a rendered color space of the output media (e.g., sRGB). Most
smartphones store RAW data in the lossless Digital Negative format (DNG).

2.4.2 Recent Developments

Smartphone cameras are slowly evolving from simple snapshot instruments
to devices offering near professional quality image capturing capabilities. The
first steps towards this trend were taken during 2012-2013 when Nokia re-
leased its first PureView powered phones, Nokia 808 and Nokia 1020. They
were the first commercially available smartphones to include sensors big-
ger than most mid-level compact cameras featuring form factors (1/1.2” and
1/1.5” respectively) more than twice the size of the typical 1/3” sensor found
in most today’s smartphones.

Nokia’s PureView technology utilizes the camera’s relatively large sen-
sor size to provide lossless zoom by means of oversampling. For example,
cropping the 41MP image of Nokia 1020 down to 5MP (A3 size) yields a
magnification factor of 3 without perceivable loss in quality. Moreover, crop-
ping the image around its center has the benefit of mitigating many common
aberrations such barrel distortion and vignette, while noise can be effectively
filtered by downscaling the image. [1]

Another new technology featured in the Nokia 1020 was back-illuminated
sensor (BI). After the first BI powered smartphones appeared in the mar-
ket in 2010 (HTC Evo 4G) and 2011 (Apple iPhone 4) the technology has
seen wide adoption, especially in high-end smartphones. BI is a technology
targeted for improving the sensitivity of CMOS sensors. While the more
traditional front-illuminated CMOS sensors are less expensive and easier to
manufacture, BI sensors provide better image quality and light sensitivity by
novel arrangement of imaging elements and circuitry underneath the sensor
surface.

Recent innovations behind Nokia’s flagship phones and other high-end
mobile devices have mainly focused on optimizing existing hardware. Sony,
however, has taken a different approach with its QX product line first released
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in late 2013. Sony’s QX products include different smartphone attachable
lens-style cameras, which are mountable camera modules that can be used as
a replacement for the smartphone’s built-in camera (Figure 2.11). The idea is
similar to that of professional digital single-lens reflex cameras (DSLR), which
allow different lenses to be mounted on the camera body. While the Sony
QX camera modules have internal storage capabilities, they require a WiFi
connection for communicating with and transferring data to the smartphone.

Figure 2.11: Sony’s interchangeable camera modules: QX10 lens camera
(left) and QX30 lens mount (middle) featuring an APS-C size sensor. [38]

In the near future Google’s Project Ara aims to take smartphone modu-
larization a step further. The goal of the project is to offer a base smartphone
model that can be customized and extended by interchangeable third-party
components. For example, in low-light conditions less noisy images could
be produced by mounting the base model with a camera module featuring
bigger pixels or a wider aperture. The modular approach of Ara could also
make smartphones a suitable platform for different computational photogra-
phy applications as it would allow easier integration of specialized ISP chips
like NVIDIA’s ChimeraTMor Movidius’ Myriad processor.

Smartphone modularity has also been on Apple’s radar as evidenced by
patents the company has acquired for interchangeable iPhone camera lenses
[46][47][48]. Other emerging mobile camera technologies Apple is working
on include multi-sensor camera and refocusable imaging mode [44][45]. The
patented multi-sensor system uses three separate sensors, one for luminance
and two for chrominance, to produce images of higher resolution and color
accuracy. The refocusable imaging feature is implemented using a plenoptic
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camera (light-field camera) with a movable microlens array. Plenoptic cam-
eras use a microlens array situated between the sensor and the lens system
to capture the intensity of light as a function of position and angle. The ISP
can use this information to refocus the image in the post processing phase
or to obtain depth information from the scene. The spatial resolution of the
image is however constrained by the number of lenses in the microlens array
since one microlens can accurately sample light only per one spatial point
(pixel). Several so called super-resolution techniques have been proposed to
overcome this inherent limitation [27][33][34].

In early 2014 HTC released HTC One M8 featuring a dual camera system
(Duo Camera). The two cameras have a fixed vertical offset, which allows
the Duo Camera to capture the scene from two slightly different angles.
The ISP can calculate the disparity of objects in the scene from the two
captured images to obtain depth information — the larger the disparity of
an object in the scene is, the closer it is to the focal plane (sensor). This
additional information about an object’s distance from the sensor allows the
Duo Camera to provide faster auto-focus (AF) compared to the typical single-
camera systems that commonly use a contrast detection based approach.
Figure 2.12 provides an example of how HTC One M8’s UFocusTM technology
uses the depth capturing capability of the Duo Camera to create a fake bokeh
effect.

Figure 2.12: HTC One M8 is capable of depth based image segmentation,
which its UFocusTM technology uses to create a fake artistic bokeh. [16]

Advancements in mobile camera technology have not only taken place in
hardware but in software as well. In 2014, Apple, Android and Microsoft
released new versions of their mobile operating systems (iOS 8, Android 5.0
Lollipop and Windows Phone 8.1 respectively) all featuring, for the first time,
APIs for manual camera control. In terms of functionality, most modern
smartphones will soon reach the level of high-end DSCs as features like fully
manual exposure settings, RAW shooting and Optical Image Stabilization
(OIS) become increasingly more common. The boundaries of mobile camera
technology are pushed further as media continues its convergence.
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2.5 Hybrid Mobile Applications

Mobile applications can be generally developed as native, hybrid or web ap-
plications. A native implementation offers the highest performance (least
overhead) and the best access to the native device APIs (sensors, storage).
On the other hand, building a mobile web application allows for better porta-
bility and code re-use across platforms and devices reducing development
time and costs. Hybrid mobile applications (or, hybrid apps) try to com-
bine the best of both worlds by leveraging web technologies for deploying
native-like mobile applications to a broad range of smartphones.

Hybrid apps can be further divided into WebView apps and Compiled Hy-
brid apps. WebView apps use web technologies (HTML, CSS and JavaScript)
and the platform’s native browser component – commonly known as the web
view – to communicate with the platform’s native interface. Compiled Hybrid
apps on the other hand allow code written in one programming language to
target multiple platforms by transforming it to platform-specific, compatible
instructions.

2.5.1 The Landscape

A widely popular tool for building WebView apps is Apache Cordova3, an
open-source cross-platform mobile development framework, originally devel-
oped by Nitobi under the name of PhoneGap – as the name states, to close
the gap between web and native. After Adobe’s acquisition of Nitobi in
2011 the PhoneGap codebase was contributed to the Apache Software Foun-
dation to start the Apache Cordova project. Nowadays Adobe PhoneGap
exists as a distribution of Apache Cordova including additional services such
as Adobe PhoneGap Build and Adobe PhoneGap Enterprise. Since the re-
lease of Cordova in 2012 numerous commercial hybrid mobile development
platforms have emerged alongside Adobe’s PhoneGap product line: Telerik
Platform, Ionic Platform, AppGyver Steroids, Sencha Touch, Trigger.io, Co-
coon.io, Monaca and Intel XDK. These platforms provide additional tooling
(e.g., CLI programs and IDE plugins), generic UI components and SaaS/M-
BaaS services (e.g., storage, analytics and push notifications) to streamline
the development and deployment of hybrid mobile applications for various
mobile platforms.

Unlike many of its commercial counterparts Cordova does not provide any
readily available UI components or a client-side MVC framework. To cater
for this need several UI frameworks optimized for hybrid mobile applications

3https://cordova.apache.org/

https://cordova.apache.org/
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have been developed by both the open-source and commercial community.
These frameworks minimize development overhead by addressing common
platform-specific browser quirks and by providing platform-specific styles
and performance optimizations (e.g., removing the 300ms tap delay origi-
nally designed to help distinguish tap and scroll events in mobile browsers)
[5]. Some of the more popular cross-platform mobile UI frameworks, the
JavaScript libraries they depend on, and platforms they support are listed in
Table 2.2.

Table 2.2: Popular cross-platform mobile UI frameworks.

Framework Released Dependencies Supported platforms
React Native 03/2015 React iOS, Android
Framework7 04/2014 iOS, Android
Ionic 11/2013 AngularJS iOS, Android
Onsen UI 09/2013 AngularJS iOS, Android, WP8
Kendo UI 11/2011 jQuery iOS, Android, WP8
jQuery Mobile 10/2010 jQuery iOS, Android, WP8 *

* platform-specific themes are available as 3rd party extensions

2.5.2 WebView Applications

Figure 2.13 provides a high-level overview of the architecture of a WebView
application (henceforth referred to as WebView app). The example is based
on Cordova’s architecture, and as such, it is not fully representative of how
related frameworks structure their applications. The general concepts are
however similar as many of the frameworks are built on top of Cordova.

WebView apps embed a web application into a native web view compo-
nent run by a native application. The web application can hook into the
native APIs by means of plugins (referred to as modules by some frame-
works). Plugins consist of a non-native part written in JavaScript and a
native part implemented in one or more platform-specific languages. Data
between these two entities is passed as serialized JSON via a native bridge –
a JavaScript-to-native interface defined by the framework.

Most of the inherent overhead in WebView apps is caused by the message
passing through the native bridge as a result of data serialization/deserial-
ization and the layers of abstraction. In this regard, WebView app plugins
exhibit characteristics of a typical application server that queries remote
APIs/databases for data: they act as data providers that include a measur-
able query overhead (latency).
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Figure 2.13: WebView app architecture; the application runs in a web view
and communicates with the native platform APIs via a plugin interface.

One of the culprits of WebView app development has been the lack of
support for proper tooling — a factor that led companies such as Facebook
and LinkedIn to pick native over HTML5 for their mobile applications in
2012 and 2013, respectively [25][30]. In the past, due to the lack of proper
support for debugging, developers had to resort to slow and brittle ways of
littering their code with debug statements, which lead to slow feedback loops
and outweighed the main productivity benefit of hybrid application devel-
opment: “write once, run everywhere”. It was not until 2011 when the first
3rd party WebView app development tools, namely weinre (WEb INspector
REmote) and Apache Ripple, emerged to address these issues. Powered by
a feature-limited version of WebKit’s (WK) Web Inspector, weinre allowed
developers to remotely debug a web view running in a native application.
Apache Ripple introduced the first browser-based cross-platform emulator
allowing developers to quickly preview their WebView apps in the browser
and avoid lengthy deployments to an emulator or a device.

Tooling for hybrid application development has seen significant improve-
ment in the recent years. As browsers and mobile SDKs continue to mature,
tools like weinre and Ripple have become legacy software. As of iOS 6.0
(released in late 2012) and Android 4.4 (released in late 2013) both iOS and
Android smartphones ship with native support for remote debugging. As
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of this writing, weinre is still however the only viable option for remote de-
bugging on some smaller platforms (most notably, Windows Phone). Most
of Ripple’s core functionality has been superseded by modern browsers that
have introduced built-in support for various mobile device profiles and net-
work simulation capabilities. Furthermore, emulators have become more ef-
ficient and are ever more suitable option for quick debugging. Ripple might
still however prove itself useful in legacy setups that run outdated SDKs or
older browsers.

Progress has also been made in other areas of the industry as popular
IDEs, such as Microsoft’s Visual Studio and JetBrains’ WebStorm, have in-
tegrated support for hybrid application development tools, and many hybrid
mobile development platforms have developed new utilities to boost devel-
oper productivity. For example, with tools like PhoneGap Developer App or
Telerik AppBuilder Companion App hybrid application developers are able
to sync and preview their changes live on a device without a separate de-
ployment.

While the improved tooling has tackled many of the early painpoints of
WebView app development, the pitfalls of the underlying web view technol-
ogy remain an issue. Regardless of the fact that the performance of web views
has improved over the years and that it rarely raises issues for lightweight
WebView apps, developers still need to account for device fragmentation.
Device fragmentation is an issue especially on Android, which as an open
platform, allows vendors to introduce their own modifications to the OS
software. On other platforms, smartphone vendors typically ship updates
to the smartphone’s stock web view component on every major release. On
Android however, as vendors are free to dictate which updates to apply, even
phones running identical major OS versions are not guaranteed to have the
exact same web view component. This causes issues for WebView app de-
velopers as the same target OS version might have different levels of support
for certain web APIs and features.

Android addressed the fragmentation issue in its major release in 2015
(Android 5.0) by decoupling the internal web view component into an updat-
able WebView. Android phones running version 5.0 or later will no longer
be subject to fragmentation as they are guaranteed to have an evergreen
WebView that is independent of the OS update cycle. Going forward devel-
opers targeting these newer Android versions will however need to develop
their WebView apps more like traditional web applications as updates to the
WebView can potentially change (or break) existing web APIs at any time.
Furthermore, the 5.0 update will not likely solve the fragmentation issue en-
tirely as it is available for only the more recent Android phones (versions 4.x
and up).
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To achieve a consistent target to develop against, hybrid application
developers can leverage another emerging hybrid development technology,
namely Intel’s Crosswalk. Crosswalk is open-source library that bundles a
modified version of Chromium (an open-source runtime behind the Google
Chrome browser) into a compiled Android application to work as a replace-
ment for the stock web view. It not only gives the developer a consistent
browser (web view) version to target, but also allows older Android phones
(down until version 4.0) to benefit from the performance, security and feature
updates of the newer Chromium.

Crosswalk is becoming an integral part of many hybrid application devel-
opment toolkits as evidenced by its recent integration to Cordova and com-
mercial platforms like AppGyver Steroids, Ionic Platform and Intel XDK.
With Crosswalk developers will, however, have to trade off better perfor-
mance and consistency for increased application size (15-20MB) caused by
the bundled Chromium runtime. An initiative within the Crosswalk devel-
oper community has been set forth to investigate ways to cut down the bundle
size [32].

2.5.3 Compiled Hybrid Applications

Compiled Hybrid applications, or Compiled Hybrid apps, target multiple plat-
forms using a single programming language. They require less platform-
specific code and offer better performance than WebView apps as the appli-
cation is not run in a web view, but instead, transpiled into native represen-
tation of the target platform. The trade-off is that Compiled Hybrid apps
do not leverage web technologies to the same extent as WebView apps (in
particular, web APIs and code re-usability). Compiled Hybrid apps strike a
compromise between WebView apps and native applications in that UI and
business logic are described in one common language but still “translated”
to and run as a fully native application. Here translation refers to either
transpiling source code to native code or creating bindings from the source
language to native methods.

One of the more popular cross-platform native frameworks for develop-
ing Compiled Hybrid apps is Microsoft’s Xamarin, which allows developing
Android, iOS and Windows Phone applications using .NET technologies.
Frameworks like Appcelerator Titanium and more recently released Native-
Script and Facebook’s React Native leverage JavaScript and common web
development tools for the same effect. Unlike Xamarin, these frameworks do
not transpile to native code, but rather use the platform’s JavaScript engine
– for example, V8 on Android or JavaScriptCore on iOS – to marshal method
calls from JavaScript to the native side via predefined bindings. They lever-
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age XML and a subset of CSS – or their own implementation thereof – to
describe the UI. Platform-specific knowledge and code is still required for
implementing complex application and UI logic as the frameworks do not
typically support all the APIs and UI components of the target platforms.
In other words, Compiled Hybrid app developers will be unable to take ad-
vantage of new APIs introduced by OS updates until the given framework
implements the necessary bindings.

2.5.4 Hybrid vs. Native

The recent advancements in hybrid mobile development tooling and the emer-
gence of new cross-platform native frameworks like NativeScript and React
Native are indications of the growing interest towards hybrid mobile devel-
opment. A hybrid approach is becoming an ever more viable alternative not
only because of the growing ecosystem but also because the average mobile
developer targets an increasing number of platforms [49]. Furthermore, the
growing number of mobile web traffic originating from in-app browsers (web
views) of popular applications like Facebook and Twitter has encouraged ven-
dors to reassess their web view component architecture. Android 5.0 and iOS
9.0 introduced new web views (Chromium and WKWebView, respectively)
whose performance is close on par with that of modern desktop browsers.
[40] Windows Phone is expected to follow suit with its upcoming Windows
10 OS and the new Edge browser engine [19]. WebView app developers will
soon be able to utilize the features of modern desktop browsers across all
major mobile platforms.

As the hybrid mobile ecosystem continues to mature, the decision of
choosing between a hybrid and a native approach to target multiple plat-
forms becomes less obvious. Some of the factors to consider in such scenarios
can be summarized as follows:

• Performance: resource intensive mobile applications such as games
benefit the most from a native implementation. While hybrid appli-
cations can leverage the Canvas and WebGL APIs to render graphics,
the overhead of serializing user interactions over the native bridge is
often too significant for any non-trivial game or graphics application.
However, especially for modern smartphones a hybrid approach is still
a very viable option if no real-time communication with the native level
APIs is required.

• UI complexity: Interactive applications featuring a complex UI and
animations are best developed as native applications since hybrid frame-
works typically support only a fixed set of UI components. Mimicking
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– or in other words, re-implementing – platform-specific UI behaviour
becomes less beneficial as the size and complexity of the UI grows.

• Development resources: a hybrid approach allows developers with
prior experience in web technologies to utilize their existing skill set in
developing a (native) mobile application. Compiled Hybrid app devel-
opers will, however, often need to not only learn a new framework but
also a new language. Developer teams with limited resources looking to
target multiple platforms might find significant benefits in developing
a WebView app, especially if they are looking to reuse code from their
existing web applications.

• Portability: fully native solutions have poor portability due to their
platform specificity. WebView apps on the other hand allow exist-
ing web application code to be reused with minimal to moderate ef-
fort. Developers will however need to account for the fact that using
a framework will require them to refactor code and/or implement the
appropriate interfaces. For example, as seen in Table 2.2, developers
that use the Ionic framework will need to structure their applications
as per the architecture of AngularJS.



Chapter 3

Design and Implementation

3.1 Requirements

The goal of the thesis was to investigate the feasibility of utilizing smartphone
technology to analyze photoluminescent material for product authentication
purposes. The example use case was to have a smartphone application that
would be able to identify objects (products) tagged with a chemical marker
(taggant) as being either fake or authentic. This required implementing a
smartphone application that could satisfy the following requirements (re-
quirements R2 and R3 refer to the actual product authentication process,
whereas R1 and R4 are additional feature requirements):

R1 Support the Windows Phone platform (preferably cross-platform)

Windows Phone was chosen as the initial target platform based on
the Lumia 1020 smartphone, which was allocated for the project, and
featured one of the best smartphone cameras on the market. An ad-
ditional goal was set for supporting other major platforms (Android
and iOS) in the hopes of being able to compare the results across
vendors.

R2 Capture the emission of a luminophore as a function of time

It was outlined that the application should be capable of capturing
the emission of a taggant (luminophore) as a sequence of images at
pre-defined intervals that should not exceed 1000ms. The sequence of
captured images (samples) would work as a unique fingerprint. Im-
plementation details, such as the capture method (video vs. images),

26
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capture properties (e.g. ISO), or properties of the light source (e.g.
wavelength, luminance) were not separately specified.

R3 Use the capture data (fingerprint) to query a remote product catalog

The use case (product authentication) required that the fingerprint
could be associated with a product. The requirement here was three-
fold: given a pre-defined database of fingerprints and products asso-
ciated with them (1) implement a way to use a fingerprint as a query
to retrieve a fingerprint corpus, (2) match the fingerprint against the
corpus to find the best match(es) and (3) fetch the corresponding
product(s) from a remote product database. In case of a match or
matches, the user’s geolocation should also be stored for further ver-
ification and analytics purposes.

R4 Support (secure) offline usage

Implementing support for offline usage was seen as an attractive fea-
ture that would differentiate the application from the competition. It
would also allow investigating the feasibility of storing data client-side
from the perspective of security and storage strategy (size, format).

The following chapters discuss these requirements further and present the
related implementation details. The implementation for R2 and R3 is pre-
sented in Chapter 3.3. Requirements R1 and R4 are discussed in Chapters
3.2 and 3.4, respectively.

3.2 Application Architecture

The general architecture of the LuminoTrace application is depicted by Fig-
ure 3.1. The camera application and the external camera module work in
tandem to capture and analyze the taggant to construct a fingerprint. To
find a product linked to the fingerprint a request is sent over the network
to the application server, which queries the databases for a possible match.
Alternatively, if the network is unavailable the application will fallback to
querying a local copy of the fingerprint database. Finally, the result of the
trace is rendered in the UI. In the context of this thesis this combined process
of capturing, analyzing and matching is referred to as tracing.
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taggant (luminophore)

external camera module

application server DBMS

network

smartphone

Figure 3.1: The general architecture of the LuminoTrace application. The
entities involved include a smartphone, an external camera module, a taggant
and the cloud (an application server and a DBMS).

3.2.1 Camera Application

The camera application was implemented as a WebView application using
Apache Cordova (4.2.0) and Ionic (1.0.0-beta.14), which allowed supporting
multiple platforms with minimal effort as the UI and parts of the application
logic could be easily re-used across platforms. Furthermore, no platform-
specific knowledge was required to implement the UI allowing focus to be
kept on the business logic. Android and Windows Phone were chosen as the
target platforms. Support for Android was implemented due to the author’s
previous experience of the platform and the better debugging tools, which
both allowed developing the first prototype faster.

Figure 3.2 presents the user interface. For brevity, the landing page and
the two sidebar views (Past traces and Settings) are combined into a single
image and other views, such as success and error pages, are omitted. The Past
traces view displays a history of successfully matched products and allows
the user to navigate further to view the relevant product information (e.g.
product description and link to an online marketplace). The Settings sidebar
mainly consists of parameters for configuring the underlying algorithms and
the smartphone’s camera. These settings were only exposed for research
and development purposes and would not be rendered in the actual end-user
application. The main interaction endpoint for the user is the red capture
button on the landing page, which initiates the tracing process. The tracing
process is discussed in more detail in Chapter 3.3.

To interact with the native Android and Window Phone camera APIs a
custom Cordova plugin was implemented. Existing Cordova camera plugins
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Figure 3.2: The user interface of the LuminoTrace application consists of two
sidebar views for configuring settings and viewing trace history.

or native 3rd party camera libraries could not be utilized as a more granular
control of the output image data was required. The parameters supported
by the plugin and passed to the underlying camera APIs are listed in Table
3.1. Other relevant camera parameters were either disabled (exposure com-
pensation and flash mode) or set to their logical default value (e.g., zoom
level of 0). Shutter speed and lens aperture could not be configured due
to the lack of support by the API and the hardware, respectively. To cap-
ture the fingerprint the plugin interacts with an external camera module, the
implementation of which is discussed in the next chapter.

Table 3.1: Camera parameters supported by the LuminoTrace application.

Parameter Description and Supported Values
Delay Time to wait before starting capture (0-1500ms)
Interval Time between subsequent frames (60-1500ms)
Frames Number of frames to capture (1-7)
Resolution Capture frame resolution (640x480, 1280x720 or max*)

ISO ISO sensitivity (100, 200, 400, 800, 1600 or auto)
White Balance White balance preset to use (daylight or auto)
Focus Distance Distance to which to set the focus to (min or max)
Torch Toggle the torch to trigger the camera module (yes/no)

* min and max refer to the minimum/maximum value supported by the platform
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3.2.2 Camera Module

The camera application is accompanied by an external camera module that
consists of a microcontroller, a light source, and a Light-Dependent Resistor
(LDR). The purpose of the camera module is to provide a fixed source of light
for photoexcitation. The interaction between the camera module and the
camera application is ”cross-modal”: upon capture the camera application
toggles the smartphone’s torch light, which is detected by the microcontroller
using the LDR. The microcontroller in turn triggers the light source, which
emits the appropriate wavelength of light to activate the taggant (excite the
luminophore). The architecture of the camera module is illustrated in Figure
3.3. The camera module encloses the taggant in cardboard to protect it from
any ambient light during capture. Pictures of the camera module used in the
experiment are included in Appendix A.

LDR Arduino

Light source

Microcontroller

Torch light

M
FD

Figure 3.3: The camera module consists of an external light source, an LDR,
and a microcontroller encased in cardboard.
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The architecture of the module embraces modularity to allow easier pro-
totyping. For example, the light source can be detached from the cardboard
casing and the microcontroller allowing different kinds of light sources to be
used for the photoexcitation. Moreover, the distance between the taggant
and the smartphone can be adjusted by switching the detachable cardboard
element (highlighted by the dashed line in Figure 3.3) to one of different
height. This makes it easy to cater for the variety of different minimum
focus distances (MFD) smartphone cameras have.

The smartphone’s torch light is monitored by a simple program running
on the microcontroller. The program reads the resistance of the LDR every
40 milliseconds. The LDR reading changes according to available light: the
more light the torch light outputs, the lower is the resistance of the LDR.
When a sudden increase in the resistance of the LDR is detected (that is, the
torch light has turned off) the microcontroller drives voltage into the circuit
causing the light source to be triggered. For added safety the light source
is isolated from the rest of the circuit by an optocoupler. The schematics of
and the program code run on the microcontroller are included in Appendices
B and C, respectively.

3.3 Fingerprint Pipeline

The fingerprint pipeline comprises three distinct steps: the capture of the
taggant, analysis of the capture data and matching of the resulting finger-
print. A high level overview of the pipeline is provided in Figure 3.4. The
following subchapters describe these steps in greater detail.

98% match

Capture Analysis Matching+ + = Tracing

ID: 623g1sa5f5

ID: 123123saf5

ID: 417f9305ast0
t1

t2
t3

t4

Figure 3.4: The fingerprint pipeline consists of capturing a taggant, analyzing
it for a fingerprint and finding the best match(es). In the context of this thesis
the process is referred to as tracing.
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3.3.1 Taggant Capture

The taggant is captured as a sequence of images according to the parameters
introduced in Table 3.1. As illustrated in Figure 3.3 the smartphone is placed
on top of the camera module ensuring that the taggant can be isolated from
any ambient light, and that the camera will be at the appropriate distance
from the taggant – no closer than the minimum focus distance of the camera.
The taggant capture process is summarized in Figure 3.5.

Initialize
camera

Open shutter
&

Start preview

Toggle torch
&

Start timer

Lock AE, AF and AWB
&

Capture n frames at m intervals

Delay
capture

x ms
Initiate
capture

Analyze
capture

data

Triggers
light source

Figure 3.5: The taggant capture process.

When the user initiates the capture (that is, presses the red capture but-
ton as seen in Figure 3.2) the camera is first initialized. During initialization
the appropriate platform-specific handlers are set and the camera parameters
passed via the custom Cordova plugin are applied. After initialization the
camera shutter is opened and the torch is toggled to trigger the light source
on the camera module. The torch is toggled only after the camera shutter
has fully opened to account for any shutter lag.

Once the light source has been triggered the camera application will wait
a predefined amount of time (designated by the delay parameter in Table
3.1) before capturing the first frame. The duration of the delay is adjusted
manually according to the light source: the longer the light decay of the
external light source, the longer the capture needs to be delayed to avoid
artefacts caused by interference. To track the duration of the delay and to
schedule frame capture at the given interval a timer is started. Once the
first frame is ready to be captured the camera application locks the Auto
Exposure (AE), Auto Focus (AF) and Auto White Balance (AWB) controls
to guarantee that the camera will use the same exposure, focus and white
balance settings for the subsequent frames. Finally, each captured frame is
sent to an analyzer component for further processing.

The image sequence is not captured as individual full-quality frames, but
instead, due to the lack of proper support by the respective camera APIs,
data is recorded from the camera’s preview feed (YCbCr signal). Android
encodes the data in the NV21 format whereas Windows Phone uses the NV12
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format. The difference between NV21 and NV12 is that the interleaving order
of the Cr and Cb samples is the opposite. The subsampling ratio of these
formats is 4:2:0. The rate at which new preview frames are captured depends
on the Frames Per Second (FPS) supported by the sensor. Higher rate of
frames allows shorter intervals to be used, and thus, the preview FPS is set
to the highest possible value (or, range) supported by the platform during
the camera initialization.

3.3.2 Taggant Analysis

The purpose of the taggant analysis step is to construct a unique fingerprint
from the captured frames. The rundown of the analysis process is given in
Figure 3.6. To prevent blocking the main UI thread and affecting the capture
performance the frames are processed (analysed) concurrently in their own
threads.

Pass pixel
data to C++

Capture
a frame

Filter
data

Compute 
hue histogram

Find
hue peaks

Serialize
results

Convert
color space
(YCbCr => HSV)

Find
matches

Figure 3.6: The taggant analysis process; frames are processed concurrently
in separate threads to avoid blocking the UI.

Each frame is processed using C++ so that the functionality can be eas-
ily reused across platforms. On Android and Windows Phone, calls between
the native code and the C/C++ libraries are marshalled using the Java Na-
tive Interface (JNI) and the C++/CX component extensions, respectively.
Other benefits of moving the frame processing to C++ are increased per-
formance and the number of robust libraries available for signal processing.
The analysis algorithm utilizes the OpenCV1 open source computer vision
library (version 2.4.9) for most of its computations.

The analysis algorithm uses the hue histogram of a captured frame as the
basis for the analysis. For each frame the algorithm finds the most dominant
hues (hue peaks). The array of hue peaks computed from the all the frames
form a unique fingerprint (a matrix). The peak finding process comprises
multiple steps: each frame first goes through a color space conversion, where
the pixel data is converted from the native YCbCr format to RGB, and
then to HSV as per Equation 2.1 utilizing OpenCV’s color conversion API.
The data is then filtered for noise using binary thresholding, which uses the

1http://opencv.org/

http://opencv.org/
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frame’s grayscale information (V channel) to filter pixels that fall outside
a certain intensity level (brightness threshold). The thresholding process is
illustrated in Figure 3.7.

Figure 3.7: The analysis algorithm uses binary thresholding for noise reduc-
tion. The original frame is on the left and the threshold mask is in the middle.
The image on the right shows the pixels that fall outside the threshold.

The hue histogram is computed from the filtered HSV data of the frame
using OpenCV’s calcHist() function with the desired hue bin size (1-180).
The hue peaks are computed from the normalized hue histogram using an
open source library called Persistence1D [22]. Persistence1D selects the peaks
(local maxima) based on a persistence threshold (0-1), which denotes the min-
imum required delta between a local maxima and minima pair. For example,
a persistence threshold of 0.20 would mean that a local minima/maxima pair
would only be formed if the delta between the two points were greater than
20%. Each peak is stored as a 2D point: P (hue, intensity).

Once all the frames have been captured and their peaks have been com-
puted a fingerprint can be constructed. Given a sequence of n frames and
a number m denoting the most peaks found for a single frame (sample) in
the sequence the fingerprint can be described as an n×m matrix. The algo-
rithm encodes the matrix as a JavaScript array and augments it with useful
metadata (e.g., the capture timestamp of each frame) before sending it to
the fingerprint matching algorithm for further processing. An example of the
fingerprint output format is provided in Appendix D.

3.3.3 Fingerprint Matching

In the fingerprint matching step, the fingerprint is matched against an exist-
ing set of fingerprints (corpus) to find the best match. The query for fetching
the relevant corpus is constructed based on the peak count and average hue
of the fingerprint’s first sample – the first row of the n×m fingerprint matrix
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as per Appendix D. The average hue is calculated as a weighted arithmetic
mean using the hue intensities as the weights. To allow more flexible queries
the value for the peak count and average hue can alternatively be provided
as ranges. The query format and the databases involved are discussed in
more detail in Chapter 3.4. Figure 3.8 summarizes the fingerprint matching
process.

Query
database
for corpus

Construct
database

query

Compute
similarity
scores

Analyze
taggant

Fetch
matching
product(s)

Select
the best

candidate(s)

Figure 3.8: The fingerprint matching process.

The fingerprint and the retrieved corpus are given as input to a matching
algorithm implemented in JavaScript running in the web view. The algorithm
ranks the captured fingerprint (subject fingerprint) against the fingerprints
in the corpus (candidate fingerprints) based on two simple metrics:

• Peak Hue Delta (Phue): the difference in peak hue

• Peak Intensity Delta (Pint): the difference in peak hue intensity

The subject fingerprint and a candidate fingerprint are compared sample
by sample (frame by frame). That is, the deltas are computed between each
nth sample of the two fingerprints. The metrics Phue and Pint are given differ-
ent weights and thresholds. Phue is given more weight and a lower threshold
as fingerprints that have dissimilar dominant hues are not likely to be a good
match. Pint is given a smaller weight and a higher threshold since slight
variations in hue intensities are expected due to noise in the pipeline. The
formula used for computing the similarity metrics for a fingerprint is given as
follows (see Appendix H for the parameter values used in the experiment):

Px =
∑
n=0

∑
i=0

wx ·max(∆xi − tx, 0) · dnx (3.1)

Where:

Px: metric for dimension x (e.g. Phue)

n: sample of the fingerprint

i: peak in the sample
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wx: weight for dimension x

∆xi: delta in dimension x between peak i and its pair

tx: delta threshold for dimension x

dx: damping coefficient for dimension x

The purpose of the damping coefficient dx (≤ 1) is to put less emphasis on
the latter samples of the fingerprint as it is expected that the first samples
are more descriptive of the entire fingerprint (include less noise). The metric
Px is monotonically increasing meaning that the larger its value, the more
dissimilar the fingerprints (hence also the notation P as in penalty).

In order to compute Px (or, more specifically ∆xi) the peaks of the subject
and candidate fingerprints have to be paired with each other. The pairing
of the peaks can be expressed as an assignment problem where each peak in
sample An of fingerprint A needs to be paired with a peak in sample Bn of
fingerprint B with minimal cost (change in hue). An algorithm suitable for
solving the assignment problem for small datasets is the Hungarian algorithm
[23], which takes an n ×m cost matrix as input and outputs a min(n, m)
number of (i, j) coordinates (pairs) that represent the minimum cost.

Each cell aij of the cost matrix C represents the hue delta between the
ith peak of Bn and jth peak of An. Thus, the dimensions of the matrix are
given by the number of peaks in samples An and Bn. An example of the cost
matrix and the pairings computed by the algorithm is given in Figure 3.9.
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Figure 3.9: The Hungarian algorithm is used in the fingerprint matching
process to find the lowest-cost way to pair peaks of two fingerprint samples.
An and Bn denote the samples, for which the cost matrix C is computed.
The color blobs represent peaks found in the sample (frame).

The Hungarian algorithm does not, however, provide a solution for the un-
balanced assignment problem: non-square cost matrices (n 6= m) are always
left with unpaired rows/columns as the algorithm only returns min(n, m)
number of pairs. This becomes an issue in cases where samples An and Bn

have a different number of peaks. To overcome this limitation the matching
algorithm extends the Hungarian algorithm by finding the lowest-cost pair
for any unpaired rows/columns (peaks). The logic of the extended function-
ality supporting non-square cost matrices is illustrated in Figure 3.10. The
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Figure 3.10: The functionality of the Hungarian algorithm is extended by a
custom implementation to handle non-square cost matrices.

Hungarian algorithm used by the similarity matching algorithm is based on
a 3rd party JavaScript implementation [15].

To account for an edge case where a (subject/candidate) fingerprint sam-
ple n includes no peaks – and thus, no peak pairs would be found to compute
Phue and Pint for that sample – an additional penalty metric Pc is applied:

Pc =
∑
n=0

wc ·∆cn · dnc , ∆cn =

{
|an − bn| if an · bn = 0

0 otherwise
(3.2)

Where:

n: sample of the fingerprint

wc: weight for peak count delta

∆cn: peak count delta between fingerprints a and b for sample n

dc: damping coefficient for peak count delta

Given Equation 3.1 for metrics Phue and Pint and Equation 3.2 for the addi-
tional penalty metric Pc the total penalty P for a candidate fingerprint can
be expressed as follows:

P = Phue + Pint + Pc (3.3)

Once the candidate fingerprints have been ranked the best matches are
selected based on two boundary conditions: the top four candidates that are
within a 75% margin of the best candidate qualify. The boundary condition
values are derived based on the experiment results presented in Chapter 4.2.

If the algorithm finds a matching fingerprint the corresponding product is
fetched and displayed to the user. In case multiple matches are found and the
result of the matching process is therefore inconclusive, the user is displayed
a list of products and asked to verify whether or not it includes the traced
product – if not, the product can be deemed fake. The associations between
fingerprints and products are stored in and retrieved from a database. The
storage architecture and related security is discussed in the next chapter.
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3.4 Application Storage and Security

The application is backed by an application server and a remote Database
Management System (DBMS). The application fetches data both directly
through the DBMS as well as via the application server. Data is also persisted
locally on the device to enable offline usage. The DBMS is implemented using
a NoSQL database technology called CouchDB2 (version 1.6.1) while the ap-
plication server runs on Node.js3 (version 5.5.0). For the local device storage
the application utilizes PouchDB4 (3.2.0) and Mozilla’s localForage5 (version
1.2.0) browser libraries, which wrap the browser’s (web view’s) storage APIs
(IndexedDB, WebSQL and localStorage) in a more stable, asynchronous API.

The fingerprint corpus, products and the mappings between them as well
as metadata about the capture configurations (ISO, delay...) and the tag-
gants are persisted by the DBMS (a CouchDB instance). Each document
in the products database consists of minimal product information (title, de-
scription, brand name...) and IDs that could – in an actual business scenario
– be used to reference an item in a brand’s internal inventory management
system. The mapping information associating fingerprints to products is
stored in a separate fingerprint metadata database. For brevity, the schema
of a fingerprint metadata document is presented in Table 3.2.

Table 3.2: The structure of a fingerprint metadata document.

Key Description
id The unique ID of the metadata document assigned by CouchDB
rev Document hash used by CouchDB replicator to track changes

fid ID of the fingerprint the metadata describes
pid ID of the product the fingerprint is linked to
cid ID of the configuration the fingerprint was captured with
tid ID of the taggant the fingerprint is based on
created Timestamp to denote when the fingerprint was created
updated Timestamp to denote when the fingerprint was updated

The IDs cid and tid, and the created timestamp are unique together. They
convey the information of when and how a specific taggant was analyzed for

2http://couchdb.apache.org/
3http://nodejs.org/en/
4http://pouchdb.com/
5http://mozilla.github.io/localForage/

http://couchdb.apache.org/
http://nodejs.org/en/
http://pouchdb.com/
http://mozilla.github.io/localForage/
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fingerprints.
The application interacts with the application server and the DBMS dur-

ing application initialization and the fingerprint matching process. When the
application is launched the user is automatically logged in to the DBMS using
a predefined username and password. The authentication can be performed
directly against the DBMS as CouchDB provides a built-in authentication
framework through a RESTful interface. However, as the mobile application
and the DBMS communicate via XHR but run in different domains (user’s
device vs. remote server), CORS needs to be enabled on the DBMS to allow
cross-domain requests. Both the application server and the DBMS run over
TLS to protect them from man-in-the-middle (MitM) attacks.

Once the user has been successfully authenticated with the DBMS the
fingerprints are synced to the user’s device for offline use. The syncing func-
tionality is implemented using PouchDB, which supports replication and syn-
chronization of CouchDB databases into the browser utilizing CouchDB’s
revisioning features (the detailed description of the replication mechanisms
between PouchDB and CouchDB is outside the scope of this thesis and the
reader is thereby advised to refer to [31] for further information). In the
browser, the data is persisted by PouchDB using one of supported persistence
backends (IndexedDB, WebSQL or localStorage). Persisting the fingerprints
and the fingerprint metadata in different databases allows the fingerprints
to be synced independently of the metadata. This has both performance
and security implications as it ensures that only the minimum required data
is synced to the user’s device for offline use, and that no additional meta-
data about the fingerprint (e.g., capture conditions) is exposed to malicious
parties.

During the fingerprint matching process the fingerprint database is queried
for a corpus – either over network or locally depending on network availabil-
ity and user preferences. As discussed earlier in Chapter 3.3.3, the query is
specified in terms of peak count and weighted hue average of the fingerprint’s
first sample (n = 0). Moreover, the values for the query can be provided as a
range. To allow fingerprints to be queried this way directly a separate view
of the data – an index keyed by the peak count and the weighted hue average
of the first sample – needs to be constructed. With CouchDB this can be
achieved using a design document, which allows documents in a database to
be map-reduced into a separate data view. The custom design document
used by the CouchDB instance to construct a new fingerprint view (named
find by peak count) is provided in Appendix E for reference.

When the remote fingerprint database is queried over the network the pa-
rameters for the fingerprint query are provided in the request URL’s query
parameters. For example, a query to fetch a fingerprint corpus that consists
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of fingerprints whose first sample’s peak count and weighted hue average
range from 3 to 5 and 68 to 78, respectively, is formatted as follows (the
beginning of the request URL is omitted for brevity):

.../ view/find by peak count and hue?startkey=[3,68]&endkeȳ[5,78]

PouchDB also appends a pseudo-random number (nonce) to the query string
to protect the client from replay attacks.

If the retrieved corpus includes a match, the ID of the matched finger-
print (fid) is sent to the application server to fetch the corresponding prod-
uct. The application server uses the fid to query the fingerprint metadata
database for the associated product ID (pid), which it then uses to retrieve
the correct product from the products database. The product information
of a successfully matched fingerprint is persisted locally as trace history us-
ing localForage. If the application server is unavailable or the user is offline
when a product is queried for, the application displays a dummy product
and schedules the product information to be synced when the application is
launched the next time.

Figure 3.11 provides a summary of the storage architecture and the main
communication flows between the application, the application server and the
DBMS.

1. Auto-login as default user

2. Sync �ngerprint data to device

GET /..._hue?startkey=[3,68]&endkey=[5,78]
1. Fetch �ngerprint corpus

GET /�ngerprints/123123saf5/product
2. Fetch associated product (if any)

3. Update dummy products (if any)
GET /�ngerprints/foobar123/product

Application initialization

Fingerprint matching

Capture metadata
Taggant metadata

Products

Fingerprint metadata

Fingerprints

Remote DBMS (CouchDB)

Application server (Node.js)
Trace history

User settings

Fingerprints

Device storage (IndexedDB)

https://api.luminotrace.com

https://db.luminotrace.com:5984

�nd pid by �d

Figure 3.11: The application interacts with a Node.js application server and
a RESTful CouchDB instance during application initialization and the fin-
gerprint matching process. Fingerprints are synced to the device storage for
offline usage.



Chapter 4

Experiment

The purpose of the experiment was to investigate the feasibility and perfor-
mance (precision) of photoluminescence-based product authentication using
the fingerprint method described in the previous chapter. To gain a better
understanding of the overall performance of the pipeline an additional set of
results was computed by substituting the fingerprint analysis and matching
steps with a more computationally intensive histogram-based approach. This
approach is discussed in more detail in Chapter 4.2. The following Chapter
4.1 introduces the test subjects (luminophores), hardware and the various
capture, analysis and matching parameters used in the experiment. The
results of both the fingerprint and the histogram-based method are summa-
rized and compared in Chapter 4.2. Last, artefacts observed in the capture
pipeline are presented.

4.1 Setup

The luminophores used for the experiment were LumiNova R© red (O), green
(G) and blue (DB) pigments. Each of the pigments was mixed with a trans-
parent carrier to form stock solutions. The stock solutions were pipeted in
increments of 50µl onto white blank cartons to form eight unique taggants.
Two samples (a and a replicate sample b) were taken from each solution, so a
total of 16 different taggants were prepared for the experiment. The taggants
and the amount of phosphor and transparent carrier used to create them are
listed in Appendix F. For information about the chemical properties of the
LumiNova R© pigments the reader is referred to [43].

The taggants were captured using Samsung S4 (version 4.4.2) and Lumia
1020 (version WP8.1) smartphones. The MFD of the S4 and the 1020 was
determined empirically to be around 100mm and 150mm, respectively. The
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height of the camera module (extension) was adjusted accordingly to ensure
that no image blur would be introduced. As depicted in Figure 3.3 the
light source was positioned perpendicular to the taggant as per the common
conventions in fluorescence spectroscopy [21]. Yongnuo YN565EX external
camera flash was used as the light source as it provided a convenient way to
produce a high quality, full-spectrum white light for the photoexcitation. The
power and zoom level of the flash were set to 1/32 and 24mm, respectively.
The zoom level of the flash was set to the widest supported level assuming
that the taggant would be more susceptible to uneven exposure on higher
levels of zoom due to a more concentrated burst of light. The power level of
1/32 was selected by observing at which level the captured frames would no
longer be subject to overexposure.

In total, nine different capture presets were defined: six presets for the
Samsung S4 (prefixed an) and three presets for the Lumia 1020 (wp). The
presets define a set of camera configuration parameters to use for the finger-
print capture. The capture presets and the corresponding parameter values
are listed in Appendix G. The parameter values are discussed more thor-
oughly in Chapter 5. All of the 16 taggants were captured with each of the
presets resulting in a corpus of 144 fingerprints. The fingerprints were la-
beled based on the capture preset and the taggant in the following format:
{preset}/{taggant}{sample} (e.g., wp200/Sa). A subset of the taggants cap-
tured with the Samsung S4 and Lumia 1020 are presented in Figure 4.1 for
preview.

Figure 4.1: Captured taggant samples a (upper) and b (lower) for both the
Samsung S4 (top two rows) and the Lumia 1020 (bottom two rows). The
brightness and contrast of taggant S has been increased for demonstration
purposes.
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The taggants were captured in a dimly lit room to minimize interference
of ambient light. After capture, each taggant was given 15 minutes to re-
set to ground state in order to minimize the effect of residual afterglow on
subsequent captures.

4.2 Results

The performance of the fingerprint pipeline was evaluated by computing the
similarity score of each fingerprint against the rest of the corpus. The low-
est score (best) was expected to be given to the fingerprint’s countersample
(sample a or b). For example, for fingerprint an200/24SPa the closest match
was expected to be an200/24SPb. For fingerprints captured with the Sam-
sung S4 the resolution variant and its countersample were also considered a
valid match. That is, for an200/24SPa valid matches would actually include
three fingerprints: an200/24SPb, an200r/24SPa and an200r/24SPb. For
brevity, valid matches of a fingerprint are henceforth referred to as sibling
fingerprints.

The similarities were computed using the fingerprint matching algorithm
presented in Chapter 3.3.3 and a more computationally intensive histogram-
based method, results of which could be used to assess the performance of
the fingerprint matching algorithm. The histogram method was implemented
using the compareHist() function of OpenCV’s image processing API to com-
pute the Hellinger distance between two histograms. As input, the function
was given the Hue-Saturation histograms of the frames of two fingerprints
A and B frame-by-frame. The sum of the computed Hellinger distances de-
noted the similarity between the two fingerprints – the lower sum, the better
a match. Hellinger distance was chosen as the comparison method as it is
considered a de facto method for comparing probability distributions (e.g.,
histograms) [13]. To avoid ambiguity the fingerprint analysis and matching
process and the histogram-based approach are henceforth referred to as fin-
gerprint and histogram methods. The values of the parameters used in the
experiment for the two methods are summarized in Appendix H.

For both methods the computed similarity scores were consolidated into a
n×n similarity matrix, where n was equal to the number of fingerprints in the
corpus (144) and each row/column represented the similarity of a fingerprint
to another fingerprint in the corpus. The resulting matrix would thus be a
zero-diagonal symmetric matrix. The similarity matrices were first used for
finding fingerprint clusters. The clusters would indicate – on a broad level –
how accurate the given method was. Ideally, the clustering would produce 48-
72 clusters (one for each group of sibling fingerprints) each consisting of 2-4
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sibling fingerprints. The results of the clustering are visualized in Figure 4.2.
Each bar in the graphic represents a fingerprint, where the color denotes the
taggant and height the interval duration. That is, the clusters would ideally
be of equal color and height – a group of sibling fingerprints. It should be
noted that the visualization distinguishes presets only by the difference in the
interval duration. Thus, for example the preset platform a given fingerprint
was captured under (Android/Windows Phone) is not communicated by the
visualization.

24SP

P

13SP

13SV

24SV

S

24VP

13VP

Histogram method
(33 clusters incl. 137 fingerprints)

Fingerprint method
(22 clusters incl. 96 fingerprints)

Figure 4.2: Fingerprint clusters based on the similarities computed by the
histogram and fingerprint methods. Each bar represents a fingerprint, where
the color denotes the taggant and height the interval duration.

The fingerprints were clustered using affinity propagation (AP) and its
implementation in R1. The benefit of AP clustering is that no a priori knowl-
edge of the number of clusters to be computed is required. It is best suited
for small to medium-sized datasets as it is computationally heavier than
most other clustering algorithms. The similarity matrices were processed

1http://cran.at.r-project.org/web/packages/apcluster

http://cran.at.r-project.org/web/packages/apcluster
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by the algorithm using the default values for all parameters except for the
q parameter (sample quantile threshold), which was set to q = 0.95. The
sample quantile threshold (0 − 1) can be used to adjust how aggressively
the algorithm clusters the data – the higher the value, the more clusters the
algorithm tries to find. For further information about AP clustering and its
R implementation the reader is referred to [4].

To gain more insight into how well the methods rank the fingerprints –
that is, match fingerprints with their respective siblings – a pair of bound-
ary conditions needs to be established. Based on the boundary conditions
candidate fingerprints are either qualified or disqualified as a match. The
first boundary condition is the maximum number of candidate fingerprints
to qualify, Bcount. However, Bcount alone does not suffice. For example, the
top five candidates for a fingerprint might well be very far apart of each
other in terms of similarity (score). Therefore, to evaluate how similar the
best candidates are, they need to be further constrained by a margin, Bmargin.
For example, given a margin of 30% only candidates whose similarity score is
within a 30% margin of the score of the best candidate qualify. Together the
two boundary conditions, Bcount and Bmargin, provide an unambiguous way
to determine, which candidate fingerprints should be considered a match.

Figures 4.3 and 4.4 present the success rate and precision of the finger-
print and histogram methods as a function of Bmargin for different Bcount.
Success rate describes the ratio of the corpus fingerprints, for which the
matches found included at least one sibling fingerprint. The ratio of sib-
ling fingerprints among these matches is given by precision. For example,
when out of the top six candidates (Bcount = 6) ranked by the fingerprint
method only those that were within a 75% margin (Bmargin = 0.75) of the
best match were qualified, approximately 59% of the cases included at least
one valid match (a sibling fingerprint), and in each case approximately 53%
of the matches were relevant (siblings).
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Figure 4.3: Success rate and precision of the fingerprint method for different
Bcount as a function of Bmargin.
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Figure 4.4: Success rate and precision of the histogram method for different
Bcount as a function of Bmargin.
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The results for Bcount = 1 are omitted from the graphs, and instead,
presented in Table 4.1 with a few additional statistics. Matched Taggant and
Matched Preset describe the ratio of cases where the fingerprint matched
its matches either only by the taggant or preset. Misses represent cases
where neither the taggant nor the preset of the matches corresponded the
subject fingerprint. In a few cases, more than one of a fingerprint’s matches
would be given the same best score resulting in situation where the number
of matches could potentially be greater than Bcount. The fingerprint method
clearly exhibits this behaviour as the precision is less than 100% already at
Bcount = 1.

Table 4.1: Statistics per method when only the best fingerprint candidate
is qualified (Bcount = 1). Histogram method outperforms the fingerprint
method in all aspects.

Method Fingerprint Histogram
Success Rate 37,50% 44,44%
Precision 93,52% 100%

Matched Taggant 75,69% 88,89%
Matched Preset 55,56% 70,39%

Misses 12,50% 6,25%

Let Mn represent the margin, within which the top n matches (or less)
of a fingerprint fit. Figure 4.5 presents per method the mean and standard
deviation of M4 as a function of Bmargin. For example, when the top four
matches (or less) within a 50% boundary margin (Bmargin = 0.5) of the best
match would be qualified, M4 was on average 17% and 31% for the fingerprint
and histogram method, respectively.
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Figure 4.5: Mean and standard deviation of the margin, within which a
subject fingerprint’s matches fit when Bcount = 4.

Figure 4.6 provides a summary of the total number of matches per taggant
and preset for Bcount of 3, 4 and 6. The Bmargin values of 75% (for the
fingerprint method) and 30% (for the histogram method) were selected based
on when the methods reach identical precision at Bcount = 4 (∼55%). Capture
artefacts encountered during the experiment are summarized in Figure 4.7.
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Figure 4.6: Total number of matches per preset and taggant for three different
Bcount. The results of the fingerprint (left) and histogram (right) methods
are computed using a Bmargin of 75% and 30%, respectively.

Figure 4.7: The Samsung S4 focus light, non-uniform luminophore concen-
tration and the interference of the light source introduced capture artefacts.



Chapter 5

Discussion

This chapter begins with a discussion of the design decisions taken during the
implementation of the application, and continues by presenting the findings
made from the raw result data and Chapter 4.2. Last, challenges faced
during the project and an outline for future research work are presented, and
the research questions established in Chapter 1.1 are reviewed. Motivation
behind some of the design choices discussed in the earlier chapters are not
reiterated here, and the interested reader is instead referred to Chapter 3
and the related appendices A and G for further information.

5.1 Design Choices

One of the early challenges in the project was to develop a smartphone-
based method for capturing photoluminescence. A prototype of the camera
module had already been developed prior the project for demonstration pur-
poses. It provided good isolation from ambient light and even a built-in slot
for different diffraction gratings and slits. However, the prototype required
the taggants to be manually excited – by toggling a UV flashlight by hand
(Nightsearcher UV 365) – as it did not have an integrated light source.

For product authentication purposes a more granular, programmatic con-
trol over the light source was required. Moreover, the added benefit of using
a diffraction grating and a slit to achieve higher color resolution would have
mostly been cancelled out by the loss of spatial information (taggant posi-
tioning) and its negative impact on the already weak Signal-to-noise ratio
(due to the additional elements the photons would need to travel through).
Furthermore, as the 3D printed mold of the early prototype – used for at-
taching a smartphone to the module – was designed only for Lumia 920,
the integration of the Samsung S4 and Lumia 1020 would have increased
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the initial workload. Thus, an alternative, simple and more easily customiz-
able cardboard prototype was implemented, as presented earlier in Chapter
3.2.2. For comparison Figure 5.1 provides a wireframe of the original camera
module prototype together with a sample image taken with a Lumia 920.

Figure 5.1: The design wireframe of the original camera module that included
a diffraction grating and a slit. The 3D printed mold used for attaching a
smartphone to the module was only designed to fit a Lumia 920.

The use of an external light source was required to normalize any differ-
ences in the light that smartphones emit. Moreover, the torch light in both
the Samsung S4 and Lumia 1020 did not even emit the right kind of light
(wavelength) to excite the taggants properly. The programmatic control of
the light source required a connection to be established between the smart-
phone and the light source. Cross-modal communication by means of light
signals proved to be a straightforward and adequate solution – connecting
the two devices via WiFi, Bluetooth or cable would have added unnecessary
complexity both in hardware and software.

As one of the goals of the project was to be able to compare results
across different smartphones (as per R1), the capture parameters needed to
be standardized. For this purpose a set of capture presets were defined (see
Table G.1). The preset values for the interval duration were configured based
on the taggants. As described in [43], the Luminova R© pigments are fairly
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slow (long emission duration). For the smartphone to be able to capture
any significant change in the emission also the capture intervals needed to
be long. The appropriate intervals of 200, 400 and 600ms were eventually
derived empirically. The preset resolutions were set to the highest preview
frame resolution supported by the given platform. As Windows Phone 8.1
did not support preview resolutions higher than 1280 × 720px only three
presets were defined for the Lumia 1020.

Different focus strategies were applied depending on the platform. An-
droid 4.4.2 (API level 19) does not support setting focus to a fixed minimum
distance. Therefore, macro focus mode was used to guarantee the Samsung
S4 could still acquire accurate focus around its MFD. The macro focus mode
however required the use of the focus light. The torch light was therefore
not used on the Samsung S4 to avoid triggering the light source twice – the
focus light would function as the trigger instead. Unfortunately, the focus
light of the S4 introduced some bias to the pipeline as it contained enough
energy to excite a few of the taggants as shown on the left in Figure 4.7. On
the Lumia 1020 the focus was set to a fixed minimum distance (MFD), and
the torch light was used as the light source trigger.

A number of camera parameters were set to a fixed value as shown in
Table G.2. The number of frames (samples) to capture per fingerprint was
fixed at five frames. It was empirically observed that additional frames would
not provide much data due to decreasing SNR. Furthermore, capturing more
frames would have led to worse experience for the user as the capture and
processing times would have gotten longer. Capturing three or four frames
could have provided similar results, but as emission peaks were still observed
in some of the taggants even after 3000ms, the frame count was not adjusted
any lower. Moreover, it would be trivial to retroactively compute results
based on four or less frames if necessary.

The camera white balance was set to the Daylight preset value as An-
droid 4.4.2 does not support manual white balance adjustment. The Daylight
preset was chosen over other available white balance presets as it typically
applies the least compensation and corresponded well with the color tem-
perature (5600K) of the experiment light source (Yongnuo YN565EX). The
Daylight preset represents roughly a temperature of 5500-6500K depending
on the vendor.

Other capture parameters set to a fixed value were delay and ISO. Delay
– the time to delay the capture of the first frame (after the light source has
been triggered) – was determined empirically by observing when the focus
light of the Samsung S4 would no longer introduce capture artefacts. An
example of the artefact caused by the interference from the S4’s focus light
is presented Figure 4.7 in the middle. The interference was believed to have
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been caused by the smartphone’s decaying LED light interfering with the
preview feed signal. The Lumia 1020 exhibited no such behaviour.

The capture ISO was set to auto as Samsung S4 was unable to lock
exposure for the time of the capture when a manual ISO value was used. This
was believed to be a bug in the camera API of Android 4.4.2 when frames
are captured via the preview feed. Ideally, a low ISO value of ISO100 would
have been used to avoid introducing any unwanted noise to the pipeline.

The motivation for using hue and hue-saturation histogram analysis as the
basis of the fingerprint matching was largely inspired by how luminophores
are studied in chemistry by means of spectroscopy. The idea of the his-
tograms was to provide a rough estimate of the “emission spectrum” (color
distribution) of the taggant. The capture of a proper emission spectrum
would have required a way diffracting the incident light (e.g., via a diffrac-
tion grating) and the application of proper color calibration for translating
RGB values into wavelengths. The parameter values supplied to the finger-
print and histogram methods for analyzing the captured data were largely
based on trial and error, that is, on a priori assumptions and observations
on how the results behaved when a given parameter was adjusted.

Binary thresholding was used as the primary filter due to its simplicity
and fit for the context. As the frames consisted of small color blobs on a
dark background the dark pixels on the background could be easily filtered
by a binary thresholding level of 15%. The hue bin size was set to 180,
which is also the maximum number of hue bins OpenCV supports (for 8-bit
images). Internally OpenCV’s calcHist() function encodes the hue values
from 360 down to 180 for better performance. A bin count of 60 was used for
saturation as it was assumed that smaller saturation bin sizes would increase
computation time of histogram method while having no significant impact
on the final similarity score.

The persistence threshold used by the fingerprint method for peak se-
lection was set to 20% purely based on which threshold seemed to provide
neither too many nor too few peaks. The implications of this naive approach
are briefly discussed in Chapter 5.2. The penalty weight, damping coefficient
and delta threshold of the fingerprint method were also derived empirically
by first assigning them logical initial values and adjusting those until the
results of randomly selected samples of the data seemed to improve.

While the tracing process was built to be storage backend agnostic, a
NoSQL database solution was selected over a relative DBMS technology
due to the better schema flexibility of NoSQL databases. Furthermore, a
document-based NoSQL DBMS is ideal for storing JSON data like the fin-
gerprint documents (Appendix D). A flexible schema also allows changing
document fields without costly migrations, which speeds up the development
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cycle (imperative for new projects) and helps in including unstructured meta-
data to documents (e.g. vendor specific fields). CouchDB was chosen as the
underlying NoSQL implementation for its active community and support for
client-side data replication (through PouchDB).

The original corpus included taggant V, but as it was susceptible to over-
exposure artefacts – due to a human error in the taggant preparation process
– as seen in the image on the right in Figure 4.7 it was omitted from the final
corpus. As for platform support, Android and Windows Phone were given
the priority over iOS support. The WebView app architecture would have,
however, allowed extending support for iOS with minimal effort. Moreover,
less platform-specific code would need to be written for iOS, as its APIs
can be directly invoked from C++ – as opposed to on Android and Win-
dows Phone, for which JNI and C++/CX bridging is required as referred to
previously in Chapter 3.3.2.

5.2 Findings

Based on Figure 4.1 it is apparent that the shape and size of sibling fin-
gerprints vary. This is due to the fact that luminophore was pipeted on
the cartons by hand in an uncontrolled environment. Another side effect
of the manual taggant creation process can be seen in the non-uniform lu-
minophore concentration of taggant 13SVb – the highly concentrated areas
of the taggant have been overexposed. The relative size difference between
the taggants captured with the Samsung S4 and Lumia 1020 is due to the
difference in the lens MFD (10cm and 15cm, respectively).

Figure 4.1 also shows that taggant S is hardly visible (its visibility in the
figure has been improved for demonstration purposes). This could be due
to the light source not emitting the appropriate wavelength for exciting the
taggant, or the sensor’s low sensitivity to the blue pigment (DB in Appendix
F). Differences in the visibility of the taggant between the Samsung S4 and
Lumia 1020 indicates the latter. The poor sensibility of the blue pigment is
also seen in the visual similarity of the 13SP and P taggants. Based on these
discrepancies alone it is obvious that taggants captured by the Samsung S4
and Lumia 1020 can not be unambiguously compared with one another.

The fingerprint clusters visualized in Figure 4.2 suggest that histogram
method outperforms the fingerprint method. It is able to find 50% more clus-
ters in the corpus as well as cover over 95% (137/144) of all the fingerprints
(vs. 66,67% of the fingerprint method). Furthermore, the clusters are of
better “quality” as there are several groups of 2-4 sibling fingerprints – clus-
ters that have similar size and color. Based on the results of the clustering
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taggants 24VP and 24SP perform the best while 13SV and 24SV provide
mixed results.

Figure 4.6 provides more insight into the performance of individual tag-
gants and presets. Unsurprisingly, long intervals help distinguish the taggants
better, although no significant change in the performance between presets of
200ms and 400ms interval can be observed. The Windows Phone presets
(wp) fare better, which is expected due to the higher quality camera in the
Lumia 1020. The relatively poor performance of taggant 13SV can be at-
tributed to the overexposure artefact in its b sample and the fact that it
noticeably differs from its sibling sample as depicted in Figure 5.2. In the
case of taggant S on the other hand, the drop in the number of matches can
be attributed to the poor detectability of the blue pigment causing relatively
low SNR. Somewhat surprising, however, is how relatively few times taggant
13SP is matched by the histogram method in comparison to taggant P. The
raw result data shows that a good number of 13SP based fingerprints (8)
actually match closer to taggant P than their siblings. Seems as if the blue
pigment has no effect on the emission as further evidenced by the visual
similarity of 13SP and P in Figure 4.1.

Figure 5.2: Due to an artefact introduced during taggant preparation the
first two samples of taggant 13SVb are largely dissimilar compared to its
sibling 13SVa. The red horizontal line depicts the persistence threshold.

Based on Figure 4.6 increasing the Bcount boundary from three to six
fingerprints seems to have minimal effect on the number of matches found.
The success rate and precision curves given in Figures 4.3 and 4.4 support
this observation: after a certain level of Bmargin the success rate stagnates
regardless of the Bcount, while precision continues to decrease. Moreover, a
combination of high Bcount and Bmargin degrades user experience as a larger
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number of matches would be found resulting in more products to be retrieved
for the user to choose from. An ideal combination of Bmargin and Bcount seems
to range from 50-80% and 3-6 for the fingerprint method, and from 20-40%
and 3-8 for the histogram method. If anything, excessively increasing Bmargin

will only lead to more false positives for the user to filter. On the other hand,
as seen in Table 4.1, if only the best match (Bcount = 1) was processed, the
user would be displayed the correct product in less than 50% of the time,
regardless of the method.

As indicated by the clustering in Figure 4.2 and the match distributions in
Figure 4.6 taggants 24VP and 24SP provide good results, especially with pre-
sets of the 600ms interval. The higher pigment concentrations of 24VP and
24SP seem to improve the SNR. Using the histogram method with bound-
ary conditions of Bcount = 4 and Bmargin = 30% the success rate/precision of
24SP is 100%/84,26%, and 94,44%/57,35% for 24VP, respectively.

Given the above it is surprising that the performance of 24SV – using
the same method and boundary conditions as above – is significantly worse
(success rate: 55%, precision: 46%). The raw data shows that 24SV actually
comes very close to matching its siblings. In 16 out of the 18 tracings (9
presets × samples a and b) 50-100% of the matches were of the correct
taggant (24SV ). Thus, the low the success rate of 24SV was largely due
to the (histogram) method’s inability to distinguish between presets. The
higher concentration – the addition of 50µl of green and blue pigments (G
and DB) – did not indeed produce any significant change in the emission as
illustrated by Figure 5.3.

Figure 5.3: Regardless of the increase in luminophore concentration and
capture interval duration from 400ms to 600ms no significant changes could
be observed between taggants 13SV and 24SV.
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The taggant 24SV appears to attenuate too slowly for the camera sensor to
capture any change. In general, both methods were better at distinguishing
the fingerprints by taggant than by preset as shown in Table 4.1.

Overall the histogram method performs better than the fingerprint method.
The fingerprint method provides a success rate of approximately 65% at best,
while the success rate of the histogram method ranges up to 95%. Interest-
ingly enough these success rates are already indicated by Figure 4.2 in how
many fingerprints the clusters cover (137 vs. 96 out of 144). Perhaps one
equally descriptive metric of the performance of the two methods is the ratio
of misses, which is twice as high when using the fingerprint method with
Bcount = 1 as shown in Table 4.1. Based on the standard deviation and mean
of Bmargin visualized in Figure 4.5 the histogram method is also better at sep-
arating (distinguishing) the fingerprints from one another: for the histogram
method the margin (y-axis) – within which the matches fit – is higher (up
until Bmargin ≈ 85%). The tradeoff of the more accurate histogram method
is the increase in required computation time, storage space and bandwidth.

The most significant pitfall of the fingerprint method is the static na-
ture of its analysis parameters. Figure 5.4 illustrates two example cases
where this causes problems. The raw result data revealed that fingerprint
wp 600/13VPb matched the rest of the corpus poorly when compared using
the fingerprint method. This was due to the excessive number of peaks found

Figure 5.4: A fixed persistence threshold (red line) provided inaccurate re-
sults when SNR was low (left plot). Moreover, a fixed persistence threshold
was unable to account for slight variations in the hue distribution – caused by
e.g. residual afterglow from a previous capture – leading to inconsistent re-
sults (right plot). The color bars along the x-axis depict the relative amounts
of different hues in the histogram.
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in its fourth sample, which in turn resulted in relatively high Phue and Pint

scores. A fixed persistence threshold – depicted by the red line in Figure 5.4
– works poorly when SNR is low as shown by the plot on the left. Moreover,
using a fixed threshold the fingerprint method was unable to account for
slight variations in the hue distribution caused by e.g. residual afterglow
from a previous capture as seen in Figure 5.4 on the right.

Increasing hue bin size based on SNR or improving SNR itself by using a
more novel filtering technique could help address these issues. Outstanding
challenges and prospects for future work are discussed further in the next
chapter. Based on the results presented in Chapter 4.2 and the findings
above the following is concluded:

1. The histogram method performs better overall, but the fingerprint
method allows stricter space and time requirements

• proposed fingerprint method Bmargin and Bcount: 50-80% and 3-6

• proposed histogram method Bmargin and Bcount: 20-40% and 3-8

• boundary conditions could be adjusted dynamically as per user
feedback (e.g., implementing a Show more functionality)

2. Longer intervals provide better results, but have implications for user
experience and depend largely on the taggant’s excitation lifetime

3. Lumia 1020 outperforms the Samsung S4 due to its better quality (less
noisy) sensor and the artefacts inherent in the Samsung S4

4. Taggant preparation has a significant impact on fingerprint tracing

• sibling taggant shape, size and concentration should be identical

• the luminophore should be fast enough for any significant change
to be detected (preferably an excitation lifetime of < 5000ms)

• the wavelength of the light source should match the excitation
wavelength of the luminophore for proper photoexcitation

5. Novel filtering techniques and dynamic persistence threshold (e.g., based
on SNR) would likely improve the performance of the fingerprint method.
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5.3 Challenges and Future Work

5.3.1 Fingerprint Capture and Analysis

The primary challenge in systems that rely on color information – be it an
image of a taggant or its emission spectrum – is color calibration. As RGB is
a device-dependent color model, different smartphones detect and reproduce
a given RGB value differently: the sensor’s response to the individual R, G,
and B levels vary from vendor to vendor – or even in the same device over
time due to e.g. fabrication and aperture variations. Thus, an RGB value
does not define the same color across devices without some kind of color
management process.

There are mainly two modules responsible for the color management
(color correction) of a digital instrument: illuminant estimation (capture con-
text) and color matrix transformation (color profile), the purpose of which is
to transform the sensor output to a standard (rendered) color space. In this
work, the capture context could be made constant by using the same camera
module (and the associated light source). Color profiles would however need
to be created separately for each supported smartphone model. And, since
a color profile is only really useful when it is applied on unrendered sensor
data, the image would need to be captured in RAW format. Thus, proper
color calibration would have implications for both scalability (maintenance
of color profiles) and performance (RAW image capture). [17] [36]

Perhaps a more practical approach would be to omit color calibration
altogether, and instead, have one fingerprint database per each smartphone
model. This would offload the complexity of the normalization to the storage
layer where each database would contain the fingerprint corpus for a given
smartphone model. The impact on scalability would also be minimal as
NoSQL databases are horizontally scalable [20].

Due to the lack of support for burst mode and timed capture by the
camera API of both Android 4.4.2 and Windows Phone 8.1 images needed to
be captured using the preview frame feed. This was unideal for two reasons.
First, the preview feed degrades image quality for better FPS. Second, the
application logic required for implementing the capture of the image data
from the preview feed incurred additional complexity. Furthermore, in the
case of Android, artefacts were introduced. As smartphone camera APIs
continue to mature, new capture methods like burst mode will hopefully
provide a more stable and higher quality approach to scheduling the capture
of multiple frames. In the interim, the use of high definition video remains
an intriguing – although perhaps equally challenging – alternative.

The accuracy of the fingerprint tracing could also be improved by apply-
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ing additional selection criterion, such as structural and spatial similarity.
For example, in a similar way to CryptoGlyph R© taggants of various shapes
and sizes could be used to form discrete patterns to allow fingerprints to be
compared in one additional dimension.

Regardless of the prospect of corpus normalization techniques (color cal-
ibration), more robust capture functionality (native burst capture) or addi-
tional selection semantics (spatial dimension) the methods presented in this
thesis for analyzing and matching fingerprints can still remain applicable
for small scale, internal authentication needs. As realized in the previous
chapter, the histogram method should be the preferred method for match-
ing fingerprints. The fingerprint method could prove useful as a lightweight
fingerprint descriptor for querying and filtering larger sets of fingerprints.
However, for better robustness its apparent pitfalls – as outlined in Chapter
5.2 – would need to be addressed first.

5.3.2 Taggant Fabrication

Equally relevant to that of the capture and analysis methods are the lu-
minous properties of the taggants and the light source. The LumiNova R©
pigments used in the experiments – originally developed for use in watch
dials – were not entirely ideal test subjects. Their relatively long excitation
lifetime made them difficult to differentiate. Ideally, the full-spectrum white
light source used for the photoexcitation would also have been replaced by a
less powerful light source of a specific wavelength range for a more controlled
and realistic experimentation setting. The light source should be small to
be practical but also powerful enough to excite the taggant. A light source
emitting a specific wavelength range would likely be better than a general
purpose full-spectrum white light. However, as different luminophores have
slightly different excitation wavelength ranges, the question becomes which
wavelength range the light source should cover?

The robustness of the luminophores poses another challenge as lumino-
phores are subject to photobleaching (or fading): after many absorption-
emission cycles the underlying molecules begin to deteriorate leading to al-
terations in the luminescence. The loss of activity caused by photobleaching
can be controlled by reducing the intensity or time-span of light exposure, by
increasing luminophore concentration, by reducing the intensity (frequency)
of the light source, or by employing more robust luminophores that are less
prone to bleaching. The robustness as well as excitation wavelength and life-
time of a luminophore can be artificially tailored for the application. How-
ever, this has implications for cost-effectiveness as artificial fabrication of
luminophores is often a tedious and costly process.
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5.3.3 Application Security

On the application side, the outstanding challenges relate to offline support
and security. Client-side storage limits vary by browser and depend on the
device’s disk quota policies [9]. Therefore, predicting the available storage
space and managing large amounts of data using browser storage APIs can
prove difficult. Especially in the case of the preferred, but storage space heav-
ier, histogram method the persistence logic would need to be migrated from
the browser into native code for proper offline support. The migration of the
existing persistence logic (PouchDB) would however be fairly straightforward
using the SQLite plugin for Apache Cordova [29].

For improved application security any vulnerable business logic running
within the web view (JavaScript code) would need to be re-implemented
in the platform native language or C/C++. For example, the fingerprint
matching algorithm used by the fingerprint method, and run in the web
view, could easily be reverse engineered by inspecting the source code via,
for example, Google Chrome’s Web Developer Tools – even minified and
mangled JavaScript would be a mere impediment for a diligent hacker to
decipher. Alternatively, all sensitive information (fingerprint data and the
related algorithms) could be hosted on the server only. The tradeoff would
however be the loss of offline support and longer latency (transfer of captured
frames to the server) for improved security and simpler architecture.

Possible attack scenarios include MitM attacks or getting physical access
to the device. The fingerprint metadata database (as presented in Table 3.2)
works as a layer of indirection by allowing the fingerprint data stored on the
device to be linked to products without exposing (locally storing) any poten-
tially vulnerable information (e.g., cid and tid) to the attacker. Even when
connected to a susceptible network a conscious user could fallback to offline
behaviour to ensure that the product authentication response could not be
tampered with by a malicious third party in control of the network. Physical
attacks against the local database could be guarded against, for example, by
periodically computing and validating a hash of the local database against a
remote copy to check for any data corruptions.

The current authentication logic of using a predefined username and pass-
word stored in the application should be extended to a proper user authen-
tication by enforcing user account creation. While the traditional cookie-
based authentication scheme used by the DBMS (CouchDB) can be vulner-
able to CSRF attacks, no CSRF attacks vectors currently exist as all the
required public endpoints of both the DBMS and the application server are
HTTP GET (read-only). The default, cookie-based authentication layer of
the DBMS could however be replaced by modern token-based authentication
such as JSON Web Tokens (JWT) for improved scalability.
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5.4 Review of Research Questions

RQ1: How can photoluminescence and smartphones be integrated for prod-
uct authentication purposes?

To induce photoluminescence a proper light source is required. Fabrica-
tion of luminophores to match the flash/torch light emission spectrums of
various smartphones does not scale and therefore an external light source
is a necessity. Synchronization of the external light source and the smart-
phone can be achieved via existing technologies such as WiFi or Bluetooth,
or cross-modally as done in this work. Regardless of the communication
technique, a communication interface (e.g., a WiFi receiver or a light sen-
sor) will need to be integrated into the external light source. Furthermore,
to physically align the light source with a given smartphone’s camera, smart-
phone model specific adapters are required. Ideally, the photoluminescent
material (luminophores) would only react to light from the light source so
that no additional gadgets would be required to isolate it from ambient
light. Once a proper light source and luminophores tailored for it are de-
veloped, the application developer can focus on leveraging the sensor RGB
data to meet the desired product authentication needs.

RQ2: Which factors affect the analysis of photoluminescent material (lu-
minophores) in the context of smartphones?

The camera lens, sensor and supported capture formats have the biggest im-
pact on luminophore analysis. The closer the luminophore can be captured
without image blur, the better, as more pixels are allocated for recording
the photoluminescence. This proximity is dictated by the lens MFD, which
depends on how the lens (lens array) of the given smartphone is constructed.
The sensor’s interpretation of the RGB signal varies from vendor to ven-
dor so matching luminophore fingerprints against an output produced by
another capture device is redundant without proper color calibration (nor-
malization). However, color calibration introduces a host of problems in
itself (color profile creation, RAW processing), and thus, a more practical
approach would be to compare the output against samples captured with
the same device. This approach has implications for scalability, however,
as it requires a priori storage of luminophore samples for each supported
smartphone model. Support of higher capture resolution and unrendered
image formats are likely to provide more accurate results with the cost of
increased computation time and space.
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RQ3: Does modern smartphone technology provide the means for photo-
luminescence based product authentication in practice?

Photoluminescence can be utilized by current smartphone technology for
product authentication needs, but only at small scale and in a controlled
(internal) environment. The most significant impediment for wider adop-
tion is the need for an external light source and the challenges of tailoring
luminophores cost-effectively. The luminophores need to have a good resis-
tance against photobleaching and a narrow excitation wavelength matching
the emission wavelength of the light source. Furthermore, the synthesis
of different luminophores needs to produce complex enough combinations
to make the fingerprints harder to counterfeit. Perhaps tunable fluorescent
materials (smart inks) can be used to address this challenge in the future
[53]. The emergence of modular smartphone technology as evidenced by the
early Sony QX product line, the recently released LG G5 and the upcoming
Google Ara smartphones hold promise for native integration of different 3rd
party modules (such as the external light source) in the future.
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Conclusions

This thesis explored the application of photoluminescence for production au-
thentication purposes in a mobile context. A colorimetrical and temporal
analysis of photoluminescence was performed for constructing unique finger-
prints that could be easily utilized as a product authentication mechanism.
An external camera module was built to normalize differences between var-
ious mobile devices and to provide a reproducible testing environment for
capturing the photoluminescence. Two different algorithms were used for
the fingerprints analysis: a custom-implemented fingerprint method based
on the Hungarian algorithm and an open-source histogram-based method.
To facilitate the requirements of end-to-end product authentication needs a
proof-of-concept cloud architecture was implemented. This included storage
and linkage of fingerprints and products as well data synchronization to the
mobile device for offline support. The application was implemented as a
mobile hybrid application for Android and the Windows Phone.

As the industry lacks cost-effective solutions, the integration of smart-
phones and affordable luminophores for production authentication purposes
is of interest. The findings of this thesis indicate, however, that the technol-
ogy is not yet ready for large scale adoption. Outstanding challenges concern
both the current smartphone technology and the photoluminescent material
(luminophores) used as the base for the analysis. As smartphones (cameras)
differ in their interpretation of color (RGB) and the respective APIs provide
varying levels of capture functionality, the fingerprint matching is better per-
formed on a per-model basis. This however has implications for scalability.
The luminophores on the other hand need to have good resistance against
external effects (e.g., photobleaching) and properties suitable for product
authentication purposes (e.g., narrow absorption wavelength area, fast de-
cay time and integrability with other techniques). The combination of such
properties requires artificial fabrication of luminophores, but also negatively

65
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affects the cost-effectiveness of the solution as the fabrication process can be
tedious and costly.

Despite the remaining challenges the solution developed in this thesis re-
mains applicable for small-scale, internal authentication needs, e.g., as an
additional authentication measure. As smartphone camera APIs continue
to mature better burst capture capabilities and RAW support are likely to
become standard features. The storage and maintenance of per-model fin-
gerprints can be addressed by streamlining the fingerprint creation process
and by employing continuous integration practices, the latter of which is
a distinct advantage of smartphone-based solutions over techniques that re-
quire specialized readers. Perhaps in the future luminophores such as tunable
fluorescent materials will help in tweaking luminophores for different needs
cost-effectively. Furthermore, emerging mobile technologies such as modular
smartphones like Google Ara will make it possible to seamlessly integrate
the camera module into the phone further lowering the barrier of entry for
photoluminescence-based product authentication. For now however, NFC
looks to be the most promising technology for smartphone based production
authentication. As a standardized technology it is becoming a default fea-
ture in today’s smartphones, which helps adoption as no external accessory is
required. It remains to be seen, however, which area of the product authen-
tication landscape its inherent, overt nature and the relatively high unit cost
of secure and durable NFC tags can cater for. Perhaps a future smartphone-
based production authentication solution will be able to combine the best
features of both NFC and LuminoTrace.
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Appendix A

Camera Module

The camera module photographed from the top and side. Cardboard is used
to encase the taggant and cover it from ambient lighting. An additional piece
of cardboard (an extension) is used to set the smartphone to be at a fixed
distance (of lens MFD) from the taggant allowing more accurate focus.
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Appendix B

Microcontroller Schematics

The schematics for the external camera module featuring an Arduino Mega
2560 microcontroller. An optocoupler (4N35) is used to safely isolate the
external light source from the rest of the circuit.

Optocoupler Light source

LDRR2
10kΩ

R1
10kΩ
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Appendix C

Microcontroller Program (Arduino)

The code utilizes Simon Monk’s Arduino Timer library (version 1.3) [26].

1 #include "Timer.h"

2
3 Timer t;

4 int FLASH_PIN = 12;

5
6 void setup()

7 {
8 pinMode(FLASH_PIN, OUTPUT);

9 digitalWrite(FLASH_PIN, LOW);

10 Serial.begin(9600);

11 t.every(20, checkFocus);

12 }
13
14 void loop() { t.update (); }
15
16 void fireFlash () {
17 digitalWrite(FLASH_PIN, HIGH);

18 delay(100);

19 digitalWrite(FLASH_PIN, LOW);

20 Serial.println("Flash FIRED!");

21 }
22
23 void checkFocus ()

24 {
25 if (! isFocused ()) { return; }
26 fireFlash ();

27 delay(2000); // Sleep after flash has fired ...

28 }

Listing C.1: main.ino
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APPENDIX C. MICROCONTROLLER PROGRAM (ARDUINO) 75

1 int ANALOG_PIN = 0;

2 int previousLightness = 0;

3 bool lightOn = false;

4
5 /**

6 * Determine if camera has focus

7 * based on the focus light activity.

8 *

9 * @return {bool} true , if the camera focus light

10 * has just turned off , false otherwise

11 */

12 bool isFocused () {
13 int lightness = analogRead(ANALOG_PIN);

14 int focused = false;

15
16 if (didLightTurnOn(lightness))

17 {
18 Serial.println("Focus light TURNED ON!");

19 lightOn = true;

20 }
21 else if (didLightTurnOff(lightness))

22 {
23 Serial.println("Focus light TURNED OFF!");

24 lightOn = false;

25 focused = true;

26 }
27
28 previousLightness = lightness;

29
30 return focused;

31 }
32
33 inline bool didLightTurnOn(int lightness)

34 {
35 return !lightOn && (lightness < previousLightness / 1.5f);

36 }
37
38
39 inline bool didLightTurnOff(int lightness)

40 {
41 return lightOn && (lightness > previousLightness * 1.5f);

42 }

Listing C.2: is focused.ino



Appendix D

Fingerprint format

The fingerprint can be represented as an n×m matrix where n denotes the
number of frames and m the maximum number of peaks found in a single
frame (sample), and encoded as a JavaScript array with additional metadata:

M =

P11 P12 P13

P21 P22 0
P31 P32 0


1 [

2 {
3 timestamp: 252,

4 peaks: [

5 { hue: 76, intensity: 770 },
6 { hue: 90, intensity: 693 },
7 { hue: 60, intensity: 301 }
8 ]

9 },
10 {
11 timestamp: 844,

12 peaks: [

13 { hue: 74, intensity: 672 },
14 { hue: 60, intensity: 310 }
15 ]

16 },
17 {
18 timestamp: 1440,

19 peaks: [

20 { hue: 60, intensity: 466 },
21 { hue: 71, intensity: 466 }
22 ]

23 }
24 ]
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Appendix E

Fingerprint Design Document

A CouchDB design document used for creating an index (view) keyed by the
peak count and weighted hue average of the first sample of each fingerprint
to allow fingerprints to be queried directly by peak count and average hue.

1 {
2 _id: ’_design/fingerprints ’,

3 views: {
4 ’find_by_peak_count_and_hue ’: {
5 map: function (fingerprint) {
6 var samples = fingerprint.samples;

7 var peaks = Array.isArray(samples) &&

8 Array.isArray(samples[0].peaks) &&

9 samples[0].peaks || [];

10 var peakCount = peaks.length;

11
12 if (! peakCount) { return; }
13
14 var weight = peaks.reduce(function (acc, peak) {
15 return acc + peak.hue * peak.intensity

16 }, 0);

17
18 var ints = peaks.reduce(function (acc, peak) {
19 return acc + peak.intensity

20 }, 0);

21
22 var avgHue = weight / ints;

23
24 emit([ peakCount, avgHue ], samples);

25 }
26 }
27 }
28 }
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Appendix F

Experiment Taggants

For each LumiNova R© pigment (luminophore) a stock solution was created.
The taggants were created by pipeting the stock solutions in increments of
50µl into intermediary solutions, from which another 50µl was pipeted onto
a blank white carton as the taggant. For example, taggant 13VP required
200µl of stock solution (50µl and 150µl of pigments G and O, respectively), of
which 50µl was eventually be pipeted on to the carton. In total, 16 different
taggants were prepared for the experiment (including two samples for each
taggant): S, P, 13SP, 13SV, 13VP, 24SP, 24SV and 24VP.

Table F.1: The stock solutions used for preparing the taggants were created
by mixing phosphor and a transparent carrier together.

Pigment Phosphor (g) Transparent carrier (ml)
O 0,1416 1,42
G 0,1558 1,56
DB 0,1454 1,45

Table F.2: The experiment taggants and their pigment proportions. The
numbers indicate how many 50µl of each stock solution was used per taggant.

Taggant Red (O) Green (G) Blue (DB)
S – – 1
P 1 – –
13SP 3 – 1
13VP 3 1 –
13SV – 3 1
24SP 4 – 2
24VP 4 2 –
24SV – 4 2
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Appendix G

Capture Presets

Nine different capture presets were used to capture the taggants: six presets
for the Samsung S4 (an) and three presets for the Lumia 1020 (wp). Higher
resolution variants for the wp preset were not included as 1280× 720px was
the highest (preview) resolution supported by the platform. The number of
frames, delay, White Balance and ISO were given a fixed value. A description
of the parameters listed below is provided in Table 3.1.

Table G.1: The capture presets and corresponding parameter values. Each
row represents a preset.

Preset Focus Distance Torch Resolution (px) Interval (ms)
an200 Macro No 1280× 720 200
an400 Macro No 1280× 720 400
an600 Macro No 1280× 720 600
an200r Macro No 1920× 1080 200
an400r Macro No 1920× 1080 400
an600r Macro No 1920× 1080 600
wp200 Fixed minimum Yes 1280× 720 200
wp400 Fixed minimum Yes 1280× 720 400
wp600 Fixed minimum Yes 1280× 720 600

Table G.2: Fixed camera parameters and their values

Frames Delay (ms) White Balance ISO
5 250 Daylight Auto
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Appendix H

Fingerprint and HistogramMethod
Parameters

Table H.1: Parameter values used for the fingerprint and histogram methods.

Fingerprint method
Parameter Value Description
Binary
threshold

15% Filter dark pixels (brightness < 15%)

Hue histogram
bin count

180
No. of bins a frame’s hues should be divided into
when computing its histogram

Persistence
threshold

20%
Minimum delta (on y-axis) required between a
peak-valley pair to consider peak a peak

whue/wint/wc 1 / 0.25 / 20 Penalty weight (significance of the penalty)

dhue/dint/dc 75% Damping coefficient (significance per frame)

thue/tint 2 / 5% Delta threshold (after which penalty is applied)

Histogram method
Parameter Value Description
HS-histogram
bin count

[180, 60]
No. of bins a frame’s hues (H) & values (V) should
be divided into when computing its histogram

Comparison
method

CV COMP
HELLINGER

Histogram comparison method to use (an OpenCV
constant)
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